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ABSTRACT

Employee concerns about communication processes within
California State University, San Bernardino expressed during

a reaccreditation process in 1994 created the opportunity to

measure perceptions about information flow that could be
used for organizational change.

The International

Communication Association (ICA) audit was employed to

deteimiine how employees receive their information and how

they feel about organizational relationships and outcomes,
among other issues, so that qpaantitative data could be

relayed during a mid-term reaccreditation review in 1998.
The issues examined revolved around the depiction or a ^^poor

communication climate" that was reflected in the 1994

reaccreditation findings.

Specifically, communication with

top management and information flow about how money is spent
and decisions are made were of interest.

Generally, Cal

State's results were typical of most organizations audited
by ICA.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Whether communication is the essence of organized

activity—the basic process out of which all other functions
derive—as Bavelas and Barrett (1951) declared, or it is the

backdrop against which many other organizational behaviors
occur (Roberts, O'Reilly, Bretton & Porter, 1974), for

nearly 50 years organization theorists, and more recently
communications specialists, have focused on the function in

order to more fully understand what communication is and
what it does.

Sussman (1974) believed that communicated information

is the basic raw material of any organization.

Farace and

MacDonald (1974) stated that communication is a subset of

information which only has value when members of the
organization have agreed upon the ^^referents" for the units

of information. While Krippendorff (1969) blamed competing
interests for confusion regarding the use of the tearm

'"communication" and others, such as Goldhaber, Yates, Porter
and Lesniak (1978) and Roberts and O'Reilly (1974), cited
conflicts over how to operationalize its definition. Morrow
(1981) attributed the lack of focus in empirical research to
the fact that organizational communication has lagged behind

other organizational research topics in the formulation Of
conceptual frameworks.
Yet research has abounded with communication featured

as a primary variable, thus attesting to the intrinsic value

of communication in the life of an organization.

Roberts

and O'Reilly (1974) stated that more than 95 definitions of

communication and 15 differing conceptual themes have been
found in literature reviews.

A very basic definition was

provided by Conrath (1973), who said communication involves
^^the act or process of transmitting data from one node to

another with a set of prespecified nodes."
Various metaphors have been used by researchers, such
as Hunsicker (1972), Who described communication as the
^^cement" that holds the organization together, even among

the gaps in the hierarchy, and Conrath (1973), who likened

it to the ^Vstring" that ties the organization together. In
the latter study Conrath used types of communicatipn to
learn more cibout the concepts of organization structure and

behavior.

Meanwhile Davis (1953) called communication the

nervous system of any organized group, providing the
information and understanding necessary for high
productivity and morale.

In the earliest research, communication was considered

an ^^intervening variable" affected by ^^causal" variaibles,
such as leadership behaviors, organizational climate and
structure, and affecting outcome variables such as

satisfaction, productivity and profits (Brooks, Callicoat &

Siegerdt, 1979).

Yet Pacanowsky and O'Donnell-Trujillo

(1982) suggested that the overwhelming flaw in the research
has been the proclivity for examining organizational
communication theory from a roanagement perspective in order
to provide a causal understanding of how organizations work

and, thereby, link communication variables to organization
outcome variables.

They say the motive should be to

understand how organizational life is accomplished
communicatively.
Trujillo (1985) contended that management and

communication are interrelated processes because a critical
administrative activity involves the construction and

maintenance of systems of shared meanings.

In fact,

particularly when an organization is undergoing change,
managers should be aware of employee interaction and

consider information as a means of reducing anxiety and
stress, improving worker satisfaction or influencing other

job attitudes (Miller & Monge, 1985).

The most valuable

attribute an employee possesses is the ability to learn

different skills for information processing, suggested Hawes
(1971), who recommended that change be perceived as a way of

life in organizations.

Porter (1985) stated that ^^we all

have a thirst for more information in cimbiguous situations
and surviving in an organization can be a very ambiguous,
threatening endeavor
Not only does communication play a vital role in

stimulating innovation in organizations (Tjosvold & McNeely,
1988), a survey of chief executives affirmed their belief in
the connection of communication to profitability (Williams,

1978).

Meanwhile, the management system that predominates

in an organization was defined by communication as one of
seven factors surveyed by Rensis Likert (Davis, 1968).

Despite indicators that communication has a vital influenceinteraction function, Greenbaum (1974) stated it is unusual
to find an organization that goes beyond the ^^journalistic
emphasis" and which attempts to manage all phases of
communication as a functional activity.

Communication was considered one of five key elements
comprising organizational climate that could significantly
predict the organizational commitment of employees (Guzley,
1992).

Commitment is influenced by clearly stated vision,

mission and strategies, said Bugbee and Davis (1991), who

recommended a continuous improvement focus on the
communication skills of leaders within the organization.

While Eblen (1987) cited that at least 25 variables have
been found to relate to organizational commitment, her study
demonstrated a connection between leadership style and
communication to commitment.

Hinds (1957) declared that the

executive's communication pattern is likely to be the
communication pattern of the total organization.

The

adequacy of infoimiation that employees receive can be
directly related to both organizational commitment and job
satisfaction, stated Trombetta and Rogers (1988), and job

satisfaction also was influenced by communication openness,

Communication participants, as compared to isolates,
generally were more satisfied with their jobs, committed to
their organization and higher performers (Roberts &
O'Reilly, 1979).

Because the climate of the organization has been a

factor influencing the quality of work life and
effectiveness of organizational functioning, Applbaum and
Anatol focused on the relationship between communication

climate, as a dimension of organizational climate, and found
it in two studies to be highly correlated with job

satisfaction (Anatol & Applbaum, 1979; Applbaiam & Anatol,

1979).

More than 60 percent of the variance in job

satisfaction was related to communication behavior alone

(Goldhaber et al., 1978).

Downs (1977) observed that job

satisfaction seemed to be treated as an end-result goal

toward which there was a great deal of pressure to measure

organizational success by levels of satisfaction as well as
productivity.

Roberts and O'Reilly (1974) concluded that the amount
of information that an individual relays within an

organization was significantly related to overall job
satisfaction as was trust in one's superior.

In fact, the

latter factor emerged in another study as the most important
factor affecting upward communication behavior (Roberts &
O'Reilly, 1974).

Athanassiades (1973) related the

distortion of upward communication, from subordinate to
superior, in part to the rigidity of the hierarchical

structure of an organization, among other variables.

The

exchange of personal, informal communication between
subordinates and superiors was seen as adding stability and
predictability to the formal, authority relationship, noted
Waldron (1991).

However, workers who reported being

satisfied with their communication links may be less
motivated to spread their contacts with others widely
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(Johnson & Smith, 1985), while the timeliness of downward

communication from supervisors seemed to be affected by the
relevance of the information to the task at hand (Davis,

1968).

Status and influence automatically were accorded to

those perceived to be central to communication (Hickey,
1968) and managers, considered communication liaisons,
seemed to feel they had a greater say in decision making
and, therefore, expected to have more control over the
content and timing of messages (MacDonald, 1976).
Superiors who have held their subordinates' positions
had no apparent communication advantage (Maier, Hoffman &
Read, 1963).

Ravage and Null (1975) indicated a strong

relationship between one's satisfaction with an institution
and satisfaction with messages from superiors.

King, Lahiff

and Hatfield (1988) found strong, positive relationships
existed between the communication employees reported

receiving from their supervisors and their satisfaction with
both supervision and the job in general.

Research on the

communication ^^grapevine" (Davis, 1953), tracing information
from point of receipt back to the source, promoted several

ideas for management facilitation of communication, while
Eisenberg (1984) suggested that effective leaders use
ambiguity strategically to encourage creativity and guard

against the acceptance of one standard way of viewing

organizational reality.

A study by Gerloff, Wofford and

S\ainmers (1978) demonstrated that a climate of openness in

information sharing was greatly influenced by the manager's
interpersonal style despite an organizational preference for
formal vs. informal channels of communication.

Negative job

satisfaction was found to be highly related to a management

communication style linked to coercive power (Richmond,

McCroskey, Davis & Koontz, 1980).

Effective, efficient

communication occurs through humanistic leadership, as

Cogdell and Eagleton (1977) advocated, which equates to a
propensity for listening as well as speaking, to learn as
well as instruct and to adhere to policy while disagreeing.

Wheeless, Wheeless and Howard (1984) noted
communication satisfaction with a supervisor and the

ability/desire to participate in decisions also were
meaningfully related to job satisfaction.

Moreover,

communication load--the rate of time it takes to reach a

decision and the complexity of the decision-making task

were related to reported satisfaction with decisions (Housel
& Waldhart, 1981).

Differences among the kind of

communication, as Schuler and Blank (1979) discovered, were

significant influences upon job satisfaction.
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Specifically,

Integrative communication—concerned with maintenance of the
organization—was more satisfying and conducive to employee
performance than regulative, innovative or informativeinstructive communication.

Schuler (1979) found

communication among employees in different organizational
units that either enhanced integration or communication that
was informative or instructive was beneficial to the

employees and organization.

Hunt and Ebeling (1983) discovered communication to be

significant to employee satisfaction and productivity while
Baird and Bradley (1978) determined a positive relationship
between communication and employee morale.

At the same time

the perceived accuracy of information from svibordinates

contributed positively to a supervisor's job satisfaction
(Sussman, 1974).

The adequacy of information also was positively related
to employees' satisfaction with their work relationships
(Spiker & Daniels, 1981), while the perception of

information adequacy was moderated by age and tenure with

the organization (Alexander, Helms & Curran, 1987).

Older

workers and those who've been at the organization longer
were better informed, they found.
While the aforementioned research may seem compelling.

caution is to be exerted in drawing conclusions about an

unequivocal relationship between communication and overall

effectiveness in an organization (Goldhaber et al., 1978).
At the same time, communication difficulty, stated Hunsicker

(1972), can be most likely the symptom of organizational
sickness or weakness.

Thus, it behooves management to

attempt to quantify this important variable in
organizational life.

Lamenting the dearth of studies on communicative

actions within organizations, Trujillo (1985) called for

more time to be spent in organizations ^^listening, recording
and analyzing how managers and other members talk to each
other."

The size of a business and the magnitude of

communication can pose a problem for the face-to-face
delivery of information, remarked Chase (1970) and the
expansion of communication technology mandates that
computer-mediated communication be considered for its
effects (Stone & Allen, 1990).

Studying communication

satisfaction can provide an outcome measure of current
processes, perhaps indicate immediate and future
communication behaviors and provide criteria for assessing
communication competence, noted Hecht (1978).
Although communications professionals frequently advise
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businesses to analyze communication in their organizations,
Wilson and Hochel (1994) found assessments within

educational institutions to be rare.

One study informed

administrators by showing that school employees did not
perceive themselves as key communicators in the innovative
process (Cheney, Block & Gordon, 1986), nor did they see
their ^^clients" as being important sources of innovative
ideas, which the researchers deemed a contradiction of an
educational institution's mission to serve as an instrument

of social change.
While studies such as that of Goetzinger and Valentine
(1962) revealed some data about communication flow in an

academic community, it wasn't until the social unrest of the
late 1960s and early ^70s that increasing introspection
prompted Goldhciber (1972) to suggest that university
administrators had not made a habit of studying themselves

from an organization theory viewpoint.

Yet communication

researchers from within the university could be a valuable
resource to facilitate effective internal communication

(Goldhaber, 1974).

Indeed, inspection of the faculty

communication processes within committees could help the

policy-making activities of the institution and address
academic governance concerns (Tucker, 1973).
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If the faculty

were given timely information and opportunity for
argumentation, Rosenzweig (1970) maintained that they would
support executive action, even when unpleasant, so long as

it seemed fair and carefully considered.

Tompkins (1987)

stated the best way to practice upward communication at a
university was through the governance system; he called for
more research on what he termed ^^upward organizational

communication apprehension."

Fink and Chen (1995) found

that faculty attitudes toward their university were

influenced by the perception of how their colleagues thought
about the organization and vice versa.

Allen's (1992) study

of university employees revealed their perceptions of the

top management/employee communication relationship and the
quality of top management's information to be strongly
related to organizational commitment.

Although leadership

behavior and management style have been widely thought to
influence the entire domain of organizational communication,

Pettegrew (1982) found that it didn't matter what style the
top executives used at an academic medical center because

employees generally related to them in a negative manner.
When comparing university and business communication,
Dedmon (1970) concluded that universities suffered from

^^enormous" communication problems and appear unconcerned
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about the communication needs within the organization.

He

postulated that communication failures on campuses might be

a result of a lack of effort or misdirected effort, among
other causes, or might be related to the loosely structured
organization that had too many who failed to keep others

informed.

Like corporations, the university's socialization

process--communicated through stories, particularly by
management—was more likely to influence decision making

than were the facts, maintained (Deetz, 1987).

He suggested

that the "facts" were massaged through stories that were
selected by department chairs for promulgation.

The

university, although committed to the generation and

distribution of knowledge, is, as an organizational foim, a
very limited distributor of internal information (Smith,

1979).

The size and complexity of a university rival large,

industrial organizations in structure and operation said
Anatol and Applbaum (1979), who suggested that the flow of
information plays a vital role in coordinating the
activities of the institution.

Ravage and Null (1975)

contended that most large colleges and universities have

been reluctant to allow investigations of their
organizational elements perhaps because it would threaten

the stasis of the work group,
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Increasingly universities have been called upon to
demonstrate accountability and effectiveness, which could be

revealed through communications research (Riggs, 1978).

In

an era of tightening financial environments an assessment of
communication in an institution of higher education could

provide information to both funding and accrediting agencies
or send a message that administrators and unit employees

were concerned about system effectiveness (Wilson & Hochel,
1994).

Methods of analysis, including a "communication

audit," could provide an organization with advance
information that might prevent major breakdowns limiting
overall effectiveness (Goldhaber & Krivonos, 1977).

California State University, San Bernardino
For California State University, San Bernardino, a

medium-sized, public university, communication emerged along

with governance as the most important issues in need of
attention and change as a result of a reaccreditation study
in 1994.

The 10-year reaccreditation reyiew by the Western

Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) was the

culmination of months of work by the administration, faculty
and staff to address nine standards to which the institution
is held accountable. As the WASC review team compared
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information provided in a published self-study document with
the oral reports offered during the team's on-campus visit,
the team noted inconsistencies in the data gathered.

In its

40-page report following the caimpus visit the WASC review

team's first major recommendation among five was:
There is a need for effective, open and inproved

communication between the president and all campus
constituents.
governance.

This affects all aspects of campus

Steps should be taken to involve the

campus in broad discussions of governance possibilities

oriented toward the goal of providing authentic shared
participation in campus decision making (Neubauer,
1994, p. 39).

Contributing to this finding was a ^^campus climate"
survey conducted of the faculty by the Faculty Senate (CSU
San Bernardino, 1994) in which it was determined that 63.3
percent felt that the decision-making climate at CSUSB was

nonparticipative, compared to the 12.1 percent who felt it
was participative.

Fully 78.2 percent of the 286 faculty

respondents (for a 70 percent return rate) indicated that
they were involved '*^to a very little extent" or "not at all"

in institutional budgeting matters.

More than 73 percent of

the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the level of
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mutual trust and respect between the faculty and
administration was low and more than half (57.7 percent) of

the faculty respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with
the statement that ^^most faculty members at CSUSB are

satisfied with their working conditions."

executive summary concluded that the

The survey's

faculty see the

university culture as nonparticipative.

They believe it

undermines collaboration, ignores new ideas, fails to
support those who take risks, engages in crisis management,
and eschews long-term planning."

Although no formal survey of staff sentiments had been

taken prior to the team visit, the WASC representatives
heard enough anecdotal accounts to conclude that the campus
functioned ^^with a highly centralized administration and a
poor culture of communication" (Neubauer, 1994, p. 15).

^^Between the higher administration and other constituencies
we discovered little consensus about issues large and
small."

The WASC team noted during its visits with campus

personnel that it repeatedly was told by faculty and staff
^^they were instructed not to embarrass the institution by

svibmitting negative information or critical views for the
self study or in interactions with the team during its visit
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(Neubauer, 1994, p, 9).

The team's final report noted that

the ^^Lack of trust in the senior administration and cynicism

about being able to surface concerns were evident in several

meetings."

This led to a generalized perception on the part

of the WASC team ^^that open discussion of many issues of
importance to the campus was not and is not welcome.

In

some cases individuals went further to characterize the

atmosphere as one of ^intimidation/ and Vinvolving
retribution'."

In addition the WASC team found that at lower levels

communication between administi'ators and staff members was

problematic.

"People at these levels reported that airing

of problems or probing for information was risky.

Many

individuals reported being told "be grateful you have a job'
if they expressed problems or concerns.

These responses

came from both faculty and staff" (Ne\abauer, 1994, p. 14).
Beyond the apparent lack of employee trust in campus
communication the WASC team noted employees' concerns

regarding their influence in the decision-making process as

well.

One cited example involved the formation of the

Information Resources and Technology (IRT) division.

Major concerns about the new organization surfaced
from faculty and academic deans who feel they are
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not being adequately consulted and included in the

planning for IRT and who say they have little
information about where the organization is
headed (Neubauer, 1994, p. 28).

Indeed the WASC team reported that the issue of
communication was a constant problem that it addressed as it

met with constituent groups.
The problem, however, was not entirely one of a
LACK of communication (though that problem
exists with some constituencies) but rather with

the production and acknowledgment of meaningful
communication.

Administrators and Faculty

Senators, for excimple, may cite the same figures

in describing unfilled positions, or acknowledge
the startup of an ROTC program and yet ascribe
quite different meaning to the events and nature
of the conversations which surrounded the

decisions.

Administrators would describe the

event by suggesting that thorough consultation

had taken place through approved faculty
mechanisms; faculty would describe the same
consultation as formal, hollow and without

consequence.

At some level determining ^^who is
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right" is less important than the lack of trust
that encourages full and open discussion of an
issue.

The team heard a repeated litany of ^^they

are not listening to us," and, interestingly,

this applied to all constituencies" (Neubauer,
1994, p. 13).
Neubauer concluded that the university's poor culture

of communication was pervasive.

^^Between the higher

administration and other constituencies we discovered little

consensus aibout issues large and small."
Thus, the WASC team suggested that the campus "move to

transform this poorly functioning communication culture"
(Neubauer, 1994, p. 9).
The senior administration, specifically the president,
is perceived to be isolated from the campus and its

needs.

Existing methods of communication among various

groups on the campus, most particularly the senior
administration and the faculty, are not sufficient for

the promotion of effective governance relations.
As Hiokson and Hill (1979) pointed out, typifying the
university president as a coercive force that deals in

ambiguities and attempts to gain compliance while lacking in
the necessary knowledge and skills in communication is not
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uncommon.

Neubauer also added context to the Cal State, San

Bernardino situation.

Our overall sense of this institution is one in

significant transition.

not yet large.

It is no longer small,

It is still heavily influenced by a

romantic sense of its specia.1 c^alities as a small
College.

It, like other CSU campuses, must learn

to live in a climate of continually limited
budgets.

Many individuals and groups on campus

have not yet processed the full meaning of these
changes, and the decision making mechanisms

are not yet sufficiently developed to promote an
effective dialogue about them.
Despite the critical tone of the reaffirmation report,

CSUSB was reaccredited through 2002 with a routine,
intermediate review by WASC scheduled for spring 1998.

In

its formal resfxjnse to the WASC team visit report, Cal

State, San Bernardino officials acknowledged that the ^^issue
of communication and consultation is already a subject of

intense conversation on campus."

In a letter to the campus

community, the university president stated, ^^The final
report will urge us to strengthen communication throughout
the university and, in doing so, enhance university
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governance.

Indeed/ we need to find creative ways for

involving more people in the affairs of the university and
to assure them that their participation is needed and that

their counsel is valuable" (personal communication, Feb. 22,
1994). In the campus's formal response to the WASC team
visit report, the president stated that a process was
underway to include department chairs in the meetings of
senior administrators and to e3q>and the role of the

University Planning and Advisory Council in the development
of the campus's budget (CSU, San Bernardino, 1994).

It also

noted that

necessary change and growth may continue to engender a

nostalgia for the days when CSU, San Bernardino was
small and less complex and when face-to-face contacts
and informal communication served the campus well.

Thus it is imperative that the university find ways to
involve the campus community in planning, governance

and meaningful participation (CSU San Bernardino,
1994).

Just as the opening of the budget process might
indicate, Cal State, San Berhardino was suffering a host of
environmental uncertainties that could have fed into the

perception of coiranunication difficulties.

■
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,

In other words,

what was considered a "poor conimunication cliinate" might

have been symptomatic of other problems at the university.
While trust and influence in the process of communication on

campus were themes heard many times throughout the WASC
reaccreditation review, the issue of accuracy seomed
paramount to the university president at the conclusion of

the process.

Addressing the Chair of the Accrediting

Commission for Senior Colleges and Universities, he wrote.

To suggest that CSUSB operates by crisis
management and arbitrary decision making is false
and downright insulting.

This is all the more

regrettable because such conclusions were based
heavily on the short visit of a team whose
primary means of gathering information was

through hastily convened meetings of various
campus constituencies, many of whom had special
axes to grind (personal communication, July 18,
1994).

Subsequently a University Strategic Planning

Steering Council was impaneled to begin work during the
1995-96 year on developing a planning process for CSUSB.

As

the council deliberated, the topic of communication emerged,

not only when the need to promulgate information about
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strategic planning arose but also as the assessment of

campus climate was discussed.

Members of the council agreed

that the lack of trust, influence and accuracy still clouded

the sanctity of campus communication (Pringle, 1995).
These assertions provided fertile ground for the

implementation of an assessment of Ceimpus communication.

A

communication audit, using the instrument known as the

International Communication Association (ICA) audit, was
proposed to the council and accepted.

Recommended by the

faculty in the Communication Studies Department at Cal
State, San Bernardino, the ICA audit was deemed a viable

tool for measuring the factors in which the university
seemed interested.

Specifically, CSUSB employees would be

queried through the survey portion of the ICA about how they
obtain their information, how they send information to

others, the sources information emanates from and how timely
the information is, among other issues.

As Daly, Falcione

and Damhorst (1979) founds the amount and nature of
communication and information received and sent in the

organization from different sources with varying amounts of

follow-up and timeliness--as measured in the ICA survey-
clearly affect the satisfaction of organizational members.
In addition to assessing task-related characteristics in an
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organization/the instrxament includes measures of
satisfaction with other organizational members and one's
perceived influence in the organization.

For Cal State, San

Bernardino the survey was expected to be exploratory and to
provide a scientific measurement of the campus communication

environment as compared to the largely anecdotal information
gathered through the WASC process.
While the ICA audit process has five other separate
components, some or all of which can be employed, this study
determined to limit itself to the use of the baseline

questionnaire primarily because it was the most expedient

means of measuring communication flow at the university.
Other ICA methods include interviews, a network analysis and
communication experiences and diaries, all of which are

labor-intensive approaches to diagnosing a communication
problem (Goldhaber, 1983).
The strength of the ICA lies in the expertise, effort,
time and care that went into the creation and validation of

the instruments and procedures (Goldhaber & Roberts, 1979).
It was under Gerald Goldhaber's leadership that more than
100 researchers from six countries, working under the

auspices of the International Communication Association,

collaborated from 1971 through 1979 to develop and refine a
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method to diagnose communication in organizations (Downs,
1988; Brooks, Callicoat & Siegerdt, 1979).

Of all the

techniques incorporated into the audit process, only the
survey was truly unique.

The scholars' goal was to create a

standardized set of instruments by which communication

climate and flow could be assessed across a wide variety of
organizations (Porter, 1979).
Since its inception the audit has been applied in a
variety of organizations ranging from hospitals, government

and military units to manufacturing plants and educational
institutions (Porter, 1979).

Several scholars have tested

its merit as well, including Sincoff and Goyer (1977), who
indicated that at best the survey can accurately identify
some communication strengths and weaknesses that can be used

for improving practices and policies in an organization.

At

worst, they say it *^may promise more than it can produce,

kindle false hopes, and actually breed mistrust and create
barriers to effective communication."
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CHAPTER TWO

Method

Measure

The ICA survey consists of 122 items, including 12
demographic questions plus up to 34 questions of any type
determined by the organization (Goldhaber, 1983).

All but

the demographic items are answered via five-point Likert
type scales rating items from one (very little) to five
(very much).

The reliability of the scales on the standard

134-item set ranges from a low of 0.73 to a high of 0.92.
Goldhaber reported that ^^the validity of these Scales was
based upon their self-evident relationship to organizational
communication, their ability to predict organizational
outcomes, and their consistency with previously validated
measures of organizational communication."

The ICA survey is in the public domain and has a normed

database that can provide the university with perspective on
its performance compared to other institutions.

The ICA

questionnaire can and should be modified to reflect the
organization that is being sampled.
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Sample

Because previous surveys of campus communication-

specifically a census conducted by the Public Affairs Office
in the late 1980s of the readers of the campus employee

newsletter. The Fridav Bulletin—have produced small returns
it was recoiranended that the survey be sent to all campus

employees in order to maximize the potential return of data
(Pringle, 1995).

Therefore, an employee count of 1,710

full-time and part-time workers was determined as the sample
size for this census.

Procedure

In June 1995, Professor Thomas Porter of South Florida

University was queried about the availability of the XCA
survey.

He indicated that it was free-6f-charge, although a

data analysis that made use of the database would be priced
out at an institutional or student rate.

Porter, who had

been on the committee that developed the instrxoment in the
1970s, also made himself available to serve as an editor.

In spring 1996 students in Graig Monroe's
Organizational Communication (Communication Studies 440)

class were employed to gather data from key personnel on

campus with regard to topics pertinent to CSUSB that ought
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to appear on the ICA survey.

Data from 26 personal

interviews conducted with employees at various levels of the
university was synthesized and converted into statements

under the

topics of information received from others" to be

measured on the survey.

In addition, survey terms that were

expected to be confusing to the CSUSB employee were edited,
including expanded definitions of top management, for
example.

The draft survey was reviewed by Communication

Studies Department faculty, faculty leading the information
gathering for WASC and the graduate student's advisory
committee in spring 1997.

As the university began its

process of acciamulating information for the intermediate

WASC visit in spring 1998, the ICA was expected to be
employed as an overarching measurement of communication

while additional, separate surveys of faculty and staff,
respectively, on workplace issues, among other topics, also
would be conducted.

Concerns about the ICA were expressed both by Craig
Monroe, the Communication Studies Department chair who had

implemented the survey many times, and Ellen Gruenbaum, the

faculty member leading the WASC data accumulation.

Monroe

indicated that there is a systemic bias toward people always
wanting more information than they believe they're receiving
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which means that information ^^overload" is not detected well

by this instrument.

Queries of the database manager,

Thomas Porter, who also reported this phenomenon in his 1985

article, regarding how to minimize bias did not result in
any conclusions about how to correct for this intended bias
once the data was collected.

Gruenbaum questioned the

instrument's ability to detect ^^how effectively the
President and Vice Presidents listen to or seek consultation

and advice from the faculty and their governing bodies."

Gruenbaiam submitted, as an example, some questions for
consideration from a 1987 study of faculty attitudes at

Bakersfield Community College conducted by Phyllis J. Nusz.

Specifically, Gruenbaum felt the key issue for the WASC
review was some version of the query, ^^To what extent does
the administration willingly share important information

with you?"

She acknowledged that some of the items in the

scales attempted to get at this issue.

She also was greatly

concerned with the length of the questionnaire, which

totaled 166 items, yet with the need to norm the outcomes

against a database, it was concluded that shortening the
questionnaire substantially would disable that effort.
Clark Molstad, of the graduate advisory committee, also had

questions about whether the reasons for poor communication
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would be teased out by the ICA, however. Professor Monroe
reiterated that the ICA survey is a diagnostic instrument as

opposed to an hypothesis-testing procedure.

In mid-May, 1997, once approval had been received to do
testing of human sxibjects, all campus employees received the
ICA audit for a total distribution of 1,710 surveys.

The

instriament carried a cover letter from Professor Gruenbaum

as the coordinator of the WASC review process, urging
completion of the questionnaire within two weeks and noting
that all responses were anonymous.

Separate cover letters

were developed for faculty and staff and administrators to
call attention to the fact that staff were receiving an

additional one-page questionnaire attached for their
completion.

A postscript on both cover letters noted that

the ICA was completely different from another survey being
issued concurrently by the Faculty Senate.

The letter was

signed by Dr. Gruenbaum and indicated that the communication

audit was part of a graduate student's thesis project/
although the identity of the student was not disclosed so
that there would no confounding effect with regard to the

student's professional relationship as the Public Affairs
director at the university.

The ICA surveys were to be

mailed to the Office of the Vice President of Academic
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Affairs, which managed the affairs of the Strategic Planning
Steering Council.

A second issuance of the survey occurred the first of

June, and all employees received another copy of the ICA
with a Cover letter that thanked them if they already had

responded and returned the questionnaire.

They were given

the deadline of the middle of June, just before Coinmencement

ceremonies, when the academic year officially winds to a

close.

A copy of the survey can be found in Appendix A.

It should be noted, too, that the university president
had announced his retirement the preceding fall, so when

this measurement was taken, it was with the knowledge that a
new president. Dr. Albert K. Karnig, provost and academic
vice president at the University of Wyoming, would be taking
over the leadership of Gal State, San Bernardino in August
. 1997. ,

A return of 494 surveys were coded for accompanying

staff survey responses, with the ejqjectation that data for

the separate surveys could be correlated at some point.
Faculty returned 246, staff 198 and management 45.

Xerox

copies were made of all of the surveys and they were boxed

and mailed in July 1997 to Dr. Thomas Porter, who maintains
the ICA database at South Florida University. A data
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printout and disk with output files was returned in January
1998.

In the meantime university officials were concluding

written reports for the WASC visit and requesting a summary
of the survey results.

A tabulated binder was being printed

for the WASC team over the Christmas holidays, so the

university's Office of Institutional Research was asked to
input the data from the copied surveys and to run initial
data reports.

Handwritten comments on the surveys also were

entered into a summary report.

Additional analyses were deemed necessary, including a
factor analysis extracted on a Principle Axis with a Varimax
rotation.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Glkih statistic ranged from .691

to .938, indicating a satisfactory measure of sampling
adequacy for every rotation.

However, because only 140 of

the 494 surveys returned were completed in entirety, a data
run with a mean replacement also was conducted, but this did
not substantially alter the results obtained with the first
factor analysis.

The data output from Institutional

Research was used for this and subsequent analyses, such as
one-way ANOVAs for significant differences among groups (p =

<.05) for faculty, staff and management, and bivariate
correlations to locate relationships among supervisorial
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responsibility, length of time working at GSUSB and whether
the respondents were looking for work in another

organization.

Another correlation among age, education,

tenure and looking for work also was computed.

As eiqjloratory research this process was expected to be
a diagnostic tool for the university to determine some
^^symptoms" of communication failure within the organization
which could be compared to the anecdotal feedback received
during the WASC reaccreditation process in 1994 and

inspected for variation prior to the mid-term review in
1998.

Unfortunately, none of this work was completed prior

to the WASC team mid-term visit, which occurred in midMarch, 1998.
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CHAPTER THREE

Results

The return of the ICA survey on the Cal State, San

Bernardino campus represents a 28.8 percent response rate.

Nearly half of the respondents were faculty, slightly less
than half were staff and just under 10 percent were

management.

Almost 53 percent were female and 43.5 percent

were male in the overal sample.

Within the groups--faculty,

staff and management--the participants were roughly

representative of their peers: Female faculty comprised 44.8
percent Of the respondents while they were 38.8 percent of
the composition of full-time faculty; female staff were 48.7
percent of the survey participants compared to 62.2 percent
of the Cal State, San Bernardino workforce.

Management

respondents were fairly respresentative of their gender
cohorts.

Ninety percent were between the ages of 31 and 50

or older; none were under the age of 20.

The remainder did

not respond to these demographic questions.

More than 95 percent reported at least some experience

with a college education.

Respondents were allowed to enter

their ethnicity voluntarily--no descriptions/labels were
offered to them.

Just under half described themselves as

white and more than 11 percent were either Latino, Black or
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Native American.

While nearly 42 percent opted not to

answer this question it is worth noting that the respondents
who did indicate ethnicity were fairly representative of the

CSUSB workforce.

Specifically, 76.5 of the full-time

faculty were White, 7.2 percent Latino, 5.8 percent Black,

4.7 Asian and 0.5 percent Native American, according to
statistics reported by the Office of Academic Affairs.

See

Table 1 for comparison to the respondents' reports.
Additionally, staff and management combined at Cal State
were comprised roughly of 20 percent Latinos, 14.7 Blacks
and 3.3 Asians, according to statistics provided by the
Human Resources Department.

More than 85 percent of those responding were full-time

employees of CSUSB. Almost 44 percent had been in their jobs
from one to five years while nearly 28 percent had worked in
their current position between six and 10 years. Overall, 35
percent had worked in their current position between six and

10 years and nearly 26 percent had worked there one to five
years.

Nearly 38 percent reported working in no other
organization for the past 10 years while 54.5 percent said
they had worked for between one and more than three other

organizations.

In addition, six percent work at other
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organizations concurrently with their Cal State employment.

In both the salary ranges of $20,000-$40,0000 and
$41,000-$60,000 27.5 percent of the respondents reported
earning this level of income at Cal State.

More than 16

percent earned $31,000-$40,000 and nearly 15 percent earned
$61/000-$80,000.

Slightly more than three percent reported

earning more than $81,000.

Nearly 55 percent said they have

no supervisory responsibilities while almost 24 percent

consider themselves supervisors.

More than six percent

indicated they supervise people who oversee others and one
percent noted they are top management.

Table 1 provides breakouts on demographics for faculty,
staff and management.
Table 1

Demographic Summary of Sample

Results by Position at Cal State, San Bernardino
Item

Faculty

Staff

Management

(N = 246)

(N = 198)

(N = 45)

Female

44.8%

48.7%

6.5%

Male

57.2%

30.2%

12.6%

162.Sex
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160.Age
Under 20

0

.8%

%

0

%

21-30 years

4.1%

14.2%

2.3%

31-40 years

20.1%

26.4%

18.6%

41-50 years

37.3%

37.6%

32.6%

50+ years

37.7%

21.8%

46.5%

$20K-$30K

17.4%

53.0%

0

$31K-$40K

13.2%

27.6%

4.7%

$41K-$60K

39.7%

17.8%

37.2%

$61K-$80K

28.8%

1.6%

25.6%

0

%

32.6%

164.Salary

$81K +

.9%

%

155.Work status

Fulltime

80.5%

91.9%

86.9%

Parttime

13.8%

3.0%

8.2%

Temporary fulltime

1,6%

4.1%

2.5%

Temporary parttime

4,1%

1.0%

2.5%

0

0

0

159.Education

Less than high school

%

%

%

.4%

7.1%

2.3%

Some college/tech

1.2%

49.2%

9.1%

College graduate

2.0%

22.3%

9.1%

96.3%

21.3%

79.5%

High school grad

Graduate work
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156.HOW long at CSUSB
Less than one year

6.9%

6.1%

4.4%

I-5 years

22.0%

33.3%

15.6%

6-10 years

41.6%

29.3%

28.9%

II-15 years

13.1%

15.7%

24.4%

15+ years

16.3%

15.7%

26.7%

80.3%

65.4%

75.0%

Latino

7.9%

15.9%

10.7%

Black

3.9%

11.2%

7.1%

Asian

4.6%

4.7%

3.6%

Native American

1.3%

-9%

3.6%

161.Ethnicity
White

CSUSB's results were normed against others in the ICA
database--28 organizations, five of which (not counting Cal
State, San Bernardino) are educational institutions,

including ah entire school system, two large Midwestern
universities and two community colleges.

More than 5,000

respondents are represented in the database.

Information Received

Items one through 40 on the questionnaire solicited
ratings for the amount of information being received on
specified topics and the amount the receiver would prefer.
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In the factor analysis three broad perspectives emerged for

information received now compared to the amount needed in

Table 2: Organizatipn Performance, Individual/Job
Performance and Institutional News.

A fourth factor

appeared in the ^^information needed" rotation, but these two
items were distributed in the second factor of the

^^information received now" rotation.

Twenty-four out of the

36 items presented are significant for differences among
groups.

Almost without exception throughout the study

management indicated higher satisfaction with communication
than either staff or faculty.

For each factor overall means

that fall within a .20 range of one another are reported, so

that patterns of satisfaction with current and desired
information can be translated into issues with which the

organization can deal in the future.

Throughout the factor analysis effort was made to
collapse current information and information desired into
one table, so that the data could be inspected for patterns;
in three instances--Information Sent to Others, Sources of

Information and Channels of Communication—the factor

pattern did not follow through from current to the desired
states, so individual tables (Tables 3, 4, 6, 7, 11 and 12)
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are developed for each.

In all tables the overall means

reflecting the current state of affairs are underlined while
the desired conditions' means are boldfaced.
Table 2

Variroax Factor Loadings and Group Means Compared to Norms for Amount of
Information Received from Others (Now and Needed)

Factor One: Organization Performance

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item (Now)

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty

Staff Mgt.

29.Specific prob

.745

2.47

2.48

2.41

2.37 3.41

.658

2.65

2.28

2.09

2.30

3.20

642

2.51

2.23

2.07

2.21

3.20

.573

2.14

2.14

2.08

3.27

lems faced by
the organization
as a whole

25.Specific prob

lems faced by
those above me in

the organization

17.How organization
decisions are made

that affect my job

31.How money is

40

1.98

being spent at
the university

27.Trends in high

.545

2.66

2.66

2.73

2.38

3.52

.525

3.21

2.64

2.39

2.73

3.59

.497

2.40

2.39

2.35

2.32

2.95

.478

2.59

2.14

1.99

2.12

3.04

er education

23.How my job re
lates to the total

operation of CSUSB

39.How CSUSB is

meeting the
demand for

service

11.Mistakes and

failures of
CSUSB

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item (Needed)

Loading**

Norm

Overall^'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

30.Specific prob

.848

3.55

3.55

3.50

lems faced by the
organization as a
whole

41

3.50

4.02

32.How money is

.606

3.60

3,60

3.62

3.47

4.05

.606

3.56

3.38

?.18

3.47

4.04

.510

3.60

3.62

3.46

3.74

3.98

.492

3.46

3.58

3.32

3.76

4.22

.467

3.59

3.59

3.68

3.37

4.07

.464

3.53

3.40

3.43

3.30

3.64

being spent at

the university

26.Specific problems faced by
those above me

in the organiza
tion

40.HOW CSUSB is

meeting the
demand for

service

24.HOW my job
relates to the

total operation
of CSUSB

28.Trends in

higher education

12.MistcUces and

failures of CSUSB
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Factor Two: Individual/Job Performance

Factor

Overall Mean arid by Group

Item (Now)

Loading***

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

1.How well I am

.742

3.12

3.03

2.96

3.03

3.47

3.My job duties

.725

3.36

3.19

3.22

3.09

3.49

13.How I am being

.717

2.92

2.67

2.74

2.52

2.96

.673

2.79

2.48

2.38

2.48

3.02

.477

2.98

2.89

2.88

2.72

3.64

.425

2.78

2.82

2.65

2.89

3.43

doing in my job

judged

15.How my jobrelated problems
are being handled

5.Organizational

policies

9.How technological
changes affect my
job
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Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item (Needed)

Loading**** Norm

Overall'^'^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

18.How organization

.651

3.84

4.01

3.97

4.05

4.13

.638

3.72

3.82

3.75

3.87

3.93

.556

3.67

3.84

3.86

3.76

.540

3.72

3.80

3.73

3.89

3.76

,412

3.52

3.91

3.85

3.98

3.91

decisions are made

that affect my job

16.How my jobrelated problems
are being handled

14.How I am being

4.04

judged

20.Promotion and ad-

vancement opportuni
ties in CSUSB

8.Pay and benefits

Factor Three: Institutional News

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item (Now)

Loading'^

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty

Staff Mgt.

35.Honors awarded to

.700

2.89

2.88

2.95

2.69

44

3.40

the campus or indivi^
duals

37.Campus events/

.693

3.25

3.25

3.32

3.06

3.71

.548

2.80

2.64

2.68

2.48

3.11

.450

2.58

2.59

2.55

2.43

3.43

calendar

21.Important new

service or program
developments at CSUSB

33.Affirmative action

practices and policies

Factor Three: Institutional News

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item (Needed)

Loading'^'^

Norm

Overall'^'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

36.Honors awarded to

.700

3.14

3.12

3.17

3.04

3.23

.693

3.57

3.59

3.51

3.61

3.98

.548

3.57

3.65

3.58

3.65

3.98

the campus or indivi
duals''

38.Ceunpus events/
.calendar' -'

22.Important new

service or progreuci

developments at CSUSB
45

34.Affirmative action

.450

3^14

3

3;04 3.66

Factor Four: Individual Job Performance

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item (Needed)

Loading'—

Norm

Overall'^'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

4.My job duties

.886

3.39

3.59

3.50

3>68

3.69

2.How well I am doing

.654

3.50

3.76

3.71

3.76

4.05

in my job

♦Factor e^^lains 19.3 percent of variance.
'^Underlined overall means indicate lowest ratings for information
received now.

♦♦Factor ea^lains 15.8 percent of variance.
Italicized overall me£ms indicate highest ratings for information
needed. '^

♦♦♦Factor explains 17.2 percent of variance.

♦♦♦♦Factor es^lains 12.1 percent of variance.
'^Factor Recounts for 12.8 percent of variance.
'^'^Factor accounts for 10.8 percent of variance.

'^r'^Factor accounts for 9.9 percent of variance.

In the first factor, responses grouped around
organization issues —problems faced by the organization as a
whole or by those above the respondent in the organization

■ ..y
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and how organization decisions are made that affect the

respondent's job.

More personal concerns emerged in the

second factor, revolving around how the respondent wants to
know about performance and being judged, job duties, and how
job-related problems are being handled.

A couple more of

these individual concerns over ^^my job duties" and ^^how well
I'm doing" shook out in a fourth, unparalleled factor for

"information needed." General campus news issues prevailed
in the third factor with interest in honors received by the
campus and campus events or a calendar.
The least satisfaction with current information was

expressed with organizational issues, yet respondents most

want more information related to individual/job performance.

Sending Information
The differences between information sent to others now

and what needs to be sent did not generate a consistent
pattern in the factor analysis, as seen in Tables 3 and 4,

for questionnaire items 41-54.

In Table 3 factors emerge

around Task Reporting and a combination of

Complaining/Seeking Information.
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Table 3

Varimax Factor Loadings and Group Means Compared to Norms for Amount of
Information Sent to Others (Now)

Factor One: Task Reporting

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

41.Reporting what

.816

3.09

3.03

2.98

3.61

.792

2.95

2.76

2.86

3.38

.527

3.19

2.92

3.11

3.53

2.96

I am doing in my
job

43.Reporting what

2.55

I think my job
requires me to do

45.Reporting job-

2.65

related problems

Factor Two: Complaining/Seeking Information

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall^ Faculty

Staff M^t.

47.Complaining about

.719

2.62

2.07

2.13

my job and/or work
ing conditions

48

2.04

1.98

49.Requesting infor-

.587

3.13

3.03

2.85

3.11

3.27

,583

2.84

2.35

2.09

2.60

2.62

mation necessary to
do my job

53.Asking for clearer
work instructions

♦Factor e3q>lains 25.9 percent of variance.
'^Underlined overall means indicate highest ratings for information sent
now.

♦♦Factor e3q>lains 23.9 percent of variance.

Across groups ^^reporting what I am doing in my job" and

"requesting information necessary to do my job" were the

items upon which respondents felt they sent the most
information.

The only item in Table 3 that was not

significant among groups was "complaining," of which
management reports it does the least of the three groups,

although faculty and staff were low on this item, too.
An examination of information respondents currently

think they send as compared in Table 4 to how much they feel
they need to send in order to do their job results in a

"flopping" of factors. Presumably the act of sending
information is most within the control of the respondent, so
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the differences betv/een what is sent and what needs to be
sent are of interest.
Table 4

VayiTnay Factor- T.rtaHi nas and Group Means Compared to Norms for Amount of
Information Sent to Others (Needed)

Factor One: Complaining/Judging/Seeking Information

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

48.Complaining

.676

3.32

2.66

2.83

.647

3.46 3,16

3.10

3.25

.645

3.25

2.74

2.46

3.06

.562

3.33

3,36

3.21

3.52

2.59

2.34

about my job

cuid/or working
conditions

52.Evaluating the

3.09

performance of my
immediate super
visor

54.Asking for

2.84

clearer work

instruetions

50.Requesting the

50

3.44

infoinnation neces

sary to do my job

Factor Two: Task Reporting

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

42.Reporting what I am

.839

3.37

3,35

3.17

3.41

4.04

.839

3.22

3.15

2.89

3.32

3.76

.513

3.39

3,41

3.18

3.60

3.76

doing in my job

44.Reporting what I
think I my job
requires me to do

46.Reporting jobrelated problems

*Factor explains 28.0 percent of variance.

'^Italicized overall means indicate highest ratings for information
needed to be sent.

**Factor explains 27.6 percent of variance.

Evaluating one's supervisor became a new element in the
pattern of response to information that needs to be sent,

yet evaluating supervisors and complaining were the only
items not significant among groups. While respondents
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already felt they send a lot of requests for information
necessary to do the job, they're in agreement that this
continued to be one of the most important kinds of

information needed along with reporting job-related
problems.

Follow-up

The factor pattern between the amount of action or

follow-up that is and needs to be taken, which was measured
in items 55-64, remains consistent: Respondents derive most
of their information from subordinates, co-workers and

inanediate Supervisors, as reflected in Table 5.

Differences

among groups were significant in all but three areas: Amount

of follow-up now with the immediate supearvisor, and the

amount of follow-up needed with the immediate supervisor and
middle management.
Tcible 5

Variniav 'Pastor LoaH-inrfg and Group Means CQmpared to Norms for the Amount
of Follow-up Reoroired on Information Sent to Others (Now and Needed)

Factpx One: Sources for Follow-up Action
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Factor

Overall

Mean and by Grouo

Item (Now)

Loading*

Norm

Overall^

55.Subordinates

.748

3.12

3.05

.738

2.57

.717

Faculty

Staff

Mgt.

2.93

2.96

3.62

2.43

2.29

2.40

3.27

3.24

2.89

2.70

2.95

3.52

.695

2.49

2.99

2.91

2.97

3.47

.581

2.60

1.93

1.73

1.85

3.22

(if applicable)

61.Middle manage
ment

57.Co-workers In

my own unit or
department

59.Immediate super
visor

63.Top management

Overall

Factor

Mean and by Group

Item (Needed)

Loading**

Norm

Overall

Faculty Staff Mgt.

62.Middle manage

.799

3.17

3.22

3.21

3.11

3.72

.734

2.95

3,43

3.33

3.33

3.96

ment

56.Subordinates

(If applicable)
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60.Ixnmediate super-

.724

3.26

3,54

3.41

3.65

3.71

.706

3.10

3.37

3.18

3.48

3.82

669

3.14

2.86

2.81

2.68

3.73

visor

58.Co-workers in

my own unit or
department

64.Top xnanagement

"^Factor e^lains 48.7 percent of varicmcei
^Underlined overall means indicate the highest ratings for amount of

follpw-^up giv^n to a set of individuals.
**Factbr e^lains 52.9 percent of variaiice.

'^'^Italicized overall means indicate highest ratings for aunbunt of
follow-up needed from a set of individuals.

Sources of Information

The amount of inforTTiat^
various sources on

reported^^^^

received and needed from
measured in items 65-82 and

6 and 7.

As with Sources of Information

in the previous section, proximity of the source to the
majority of respondents seems most salient.
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Table 6

Variin^y Far'-bor LoaH-i ngs and Group Means Compared to Norms for the
Sources of Infoinnation Received (Now)

Factor One: Management

Factor

Item

77.Formal manage

Overall Meam and bv Group

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

803

2.46

1.88

1.72

.757

2.43

1.84

1.56

Staff M^t.

1.86

2.81

ment presenta
tions

79.Top management

1.88

3.11

(president, vice
presidents)

Factor Two: Coworkers

Factor

Overall Meam and bv Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

67.Co-workers in my

.847

2.97

2.83

2.98

3.61

3.45

.585

2.89

3.05

3.04

2.87

3.59

own unit or depart
ment

65.Subordinates

(if applicable)
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69.Individuals in

2.71

.534

2.46

3.10

2.67

3.36

other units

Factor Three: Inonediate Management

Factor

Item

Loading***

Overall Mean and by Group

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

Staff Mgt.

71.Immediate supervisor .723

3.41

3.12

3.09

3.01

3.73

73.Department meetings

.564

2.90

3.04

3.16

2.77

3.60

75.Middle management

.518

2.64

2.36

2.28

2.31

3.00

(School deans, depart

ment, office/program
managers)

*Factor explains 18.5 percent of variance.

^Underlined overall z^ans indicate lowest ratings for the sources of
information received now.

**Factor eaqplains 17.5 percent of variance.

***Factor explains 16.4 percent of variance.

Here, too, the factor pattern did not carry over
between Table 6 and 7.

Top management, the first factor in

sources received now (Table 6), was rated lowest for the
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amount of information received and did not emerge as the
highest preferred source in Table 7, where the second factor
pointed to a desire for more information from middle
management.

Coworkers, the second factor in Table 6,

becomes the first factor in Table 5, where respondents
desire the most information from the immediate supervisor.
A third factor, which we called immediate management,
emerged in the rotation for

sources of information now,"

but not in the ^^needed" data in Table 7, where management

was parceled between immediate supervisor in the first
factor and more distal management in the second factor.
Virtually all of the differences among groups are

significant in Tables 6 and 7 with the exception of
information needed from middle management in Table 7.
Table 7

Varimax Factor Loadings and Group Means Compared to Norms for the

Sources of Inforination Received (Needed)

Factor One: Coworkers

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

68.Co-workers in my

.785

3.27

57

Overall'^

3.53

Faculty Staff Mgt.

3.39

3.61

3.95

own unit or depart
ment

66.Stibordinates

.665

3.19

3.63

3.58

3.48

4.20

.643

3.52

3.89

3.77

3.97

4.20

.523

3.36

3.13

2.77

3.40

3.82

(if applicable)

72.Immediate

supervisor

70.Individuals in

other departments

Factor Two: Management

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall''

Faculty

Staff Mgt.

78.Formal manage

.826

3.43

2.64

2.38

2.77

3.38

.797

3.58

2.86

2.69

2.83

3.82

.619

3.45

3.30

3.25

3.26

3.74

ment presenta
tions

80.Top management
(president, vice
presidents)

76.Middle management (school deans,
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department, office/
progrcua managers)

♦Factor explains 26.2 percent of variance.

'^Italicized overall means indicate highest ratings given sources of
information needed.

♦♦Factor explains 25.4 percent of varicuice.

Neither in Sources of Information nor Timeliness of

Information Received from Key Sources, in the next section,

did the ^^grapevine" figure prominently in respondents'
estimation.

Timeliness of Information

As seen in the previous three tables, the issue of
timeliness, measured in items 83-88, appears related to
proximity of personnel.

The immediate supervisor was rated

more highly than other management levels and co-workers and
subordinates, who comprised the second factor.
toddle management in factor one and subordinates in

factor two are the only two items that did not display
significant differences among groups for timeliness.
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Table 8

Variin^y Tractor Loadings and Group Means Compared to Norms for "the
Timeliness of Information Received from Sources

Factor one: Management

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall"

Faculty Staff Mgt.

86.Middle manage

.947

2.72

2.63

2.64

693

2.86

2.40

2.33

2.29

3.22

.475

3.21

3.35

3.41

3.15

3.93

2.54

3.00

ment(school deans,

department, office/
progrcun managers)

87.Top manage
ment

85.Immediate supervisor

Factor Two: Coworkers

Factor

Overall M^an and bv Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall"

Faculty Staff Mgt.

84.Co-workers in

.939

3.26

3.15

3.01

my own unit or

department
60

3.18

3.69

83.Subordinates

.575

3.20

3.19

3.16

3.09

3.59

(if applicable)

♦Factor explains 28.4 percent of variance.
'^Underlined overall means indicate highest ratings for timeliness from a
• source.

♦♦Factor esqplains 23.9 percent of variance.

Organizational Relationships

Factors in this section grouped around the relationship
with the immediate supervisor, top management, co-workers
and the organization itself (items 89-108) .

Again, the more

distal relationship--pres\amably with top management--was the

least satisfying.

In the supervisorial relationship,

respondents reported a lack of respect for the management

skills of those they work with and a lack of praise from
their supervisors.

Interestingly on one item in the

supervisorial factor--"I am free to disagree with my
immediate supervisor"--management has a lower response than
faculty.

Presumably this also could be linked to a

dissatisfaction with top management as well because these
are managers reacting to their supervisors.

The statistically significant results on this scale
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manated from the second, third and fourth factors, in which
all three statements were different among groups.
Table 9

Varimax FactoT" T.naHlinas and Group Means Compared to Norms for the

Satisfaction with Organizational Relationships

Factor One: Relationship with Supervisor

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall''

Faculty Staff Mgt.

94.My immediate

.879

3.53

3.68

3.74

3.54

3.93

.878

3.74

3.64

3.75

3.44

3.89

.873

3.72

3.58

3.67

3.38

3.91

.849

3.82

3.53

3.42

3.93

supervisor
listens to me

93.My immediate
supervisor is
honest with me

92.1 trust my
immediate super
visor

iOO

relationship

with my immediate
supervisor is
satisfying
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3.56

99.My immediate

.830

3.44

3.45

3.51

3.36

3.58

.799

3.69

3.81

3.85

3.71

4.09

.782

3.40

3.66

3.76

3.54

3.71

.767

3.60

3.81

3.83

3.77

3.87

.717

3.03

3.35

3.26

3.35

3.87

.518

3.20

3.20

3.15

3.13

3.73

supervisor under
stands my job needs

96.1 can tell my
immediate super
visor when things
are wrong

95.1 am free to

disagree with my
immediate super
visor

98.My immediate
supervisor is

friendly with
his/her subord
inates

97.My immediate
supervisor praises

me for doing a
good job

108.1 respect the
management skills
of those I work

with
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Factor Two: Relationship with Top Management

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty Staff Mgt.

101.I trust top

.898

3.19

2.54

2.41

2.53

3.31

.876

3.13

2.43

2.34

2.34

3.27

.858

2.96

2.50

2.31

2.48

3.55

.408

2.72

2.75

2.71

2.72

3.07

management(presi
dent, vice presi
dents)

102.Top management
is sincere in their

efforts to communi

cate with employees

103.My relationship
with top manage
ment is satisfying

104.My organization
encourages differences
of opinion

Factor Three: Relationship with Coworkers
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Factor

Overall

Mean and by Group

Item

Loading***

Norm

Overall

Faculty Staff Mgt.

91.My relationship

.849

3.98

3.61

3.45

3.74

3.96

.792

3.64

3.51

3.38

3.62

3.82

.780

3.68

3.51

3.51

3.42

3.95

with my coworkers
is satisfying

90.My coworkers
get along with
each other

89.1 trust my
coworkers

Factor Four: Relationship with the Organization

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading**** Norm

Overall"^ Faculty Staff Mgt.

106.1 influence oper-

.797

2.83

3.18

2.99

3.22

4.00

.750

3.03

3.39

3.14

3.51

4.13

ations in ray unit or
department

107.1 have a part in

accoznplishing my or
ganization's goals
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105.1 have a say in

.614

2.83

2.82

2.65

2.81

3.73

decisions that affech

my job

♦Factor e3q>lains 34.7 percent of variance.
''Underlined overall means indicate lowest satisfaction ratings.

★★Factor eicplains 14.6 percent of variance.
★★★Factor explains 12.3 percent of variance.
★★★★Factor ea^lains 11.8 percent of variance.

Organizational Outcomes

Organizational performance vs. that of the individual
were the factors that emerged through items 109-121.

Ratings tended to reniain in the two-point range, so focus
was given to the lowest satisfaction with organizational
outcomes.

''^CSUSB's concern for its employees' welfare,"

**CSUSB's way of recognizing and rewarding outstanding
performances" and "My chances for getting ahead in the
organization" were the least satisfying across factors.
Yet, "My job" rated the highest with an overall mean of

Statistical significanGe among groups was varied in
this section, where the first: three items under factor one

were not significant nor werd the items covering "working in
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my organization," "my job" and "my pay" in factor two.
Table 10

Varimax Factor Loadings and Group Means Compared to Norms for the

Satisfaction with Organizational Outcomes

Factor One: Organizational Outcomes

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

119.CSUSB's overall

.807

3.09

2.48

2.45

2.46

2.73

.797

3.37

2.84

2.81

2.83

3.07

.747

3.28

2.81

2.78

2.78

3.09

671

3.11

2.33

2.33

2.91

efficiency of
operation

120.The overall

quality of CSUSB's
service

121.CSUSB's

achievement of

its goals and
objectives

115.CSUSB's con

cern for its em

ployees' welfare

67

2.22

116.CSUSB's overall

635

2.97

2.46

.627

3.53

2.98

.539

2.45

2.20

2.46

2.36

2.91

2.95

3.48

2.20

2.91

coinmunicative

efforts

118.CSUSB compared

2.91

to other organi
zations

114.CSUSB's way of

2.06

recognizing and

rewarding outstand
ing performances

Factor Two: Individual Performance

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

Ill.My progress

.835

3.46

3.18

3.21

.753

2.88

2.56

3.04

3.67

2.43

3.07

in my organiza
tion up to this
point in time

112.My chances for
getting ahead in

the organization
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2.58

117.Working in my

.607

3.76 3.30

3.26

3.28

3.64

.595

3.12

3.12

3.08

2.98

3.91

110.My pay

.532

3.20

2.88

2.82

2.84

3.33

109.My job

.484

3.94

3.86

3.87

3.81

4.00

organization

113.!^ opportunity to
contribute to the

overall success of

CSUSB

^Factor e3q>lains 30.9 percent of variance.
"^Underlined, overall means indicate lowest ratings given for outcomes.

**Factor explains 26.0 percent of variance.

Channels of Coiranunication

This is the third area in which factors did not pattern

consistentlY across the information received now and needed
(items 122-153).

While commercial and institutional media

carried over between the two states, in the third factor
electronic communication flopped with face-to-face
communication between the ^^how" and "needed" categories.

The opposite effect occurred in factor four.

AdditionallY,

a fourth factor presented itself in the "channels now"
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category for written memos/letter and telephone (not shown
in Table 11), but these mediums did not emerge strongly

enough to appear in the rotations for

channels needed.

Differences among groups were statistically significant

throughout the third and fourth factors, and with regard to

newspapers and the student newspaper in the first and second
factor, respectively.
Table 11

vay-iTnay Far'tor Loadings and Group Means Gompared to Norms for the
Channels of Cogmninication (Now)

Factor One: Commercial Media

Factor

Overall Mtean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall'^

Faculty Staff

Mgt.

144.Commercial

.882

1.76

1.76

1.72

1.75

2.00

.857

1.82

1.83

1.82

1.80

2.00

142.Radio

.729

2.00

2.02

2.47

2.51

2.61

140.Newspapers

.552

2.42

2.57

2.61

2.41

3.07

television

146.Cable tele-

Vision
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FaLCtoiT Two: Inst:i."tutiona.l Msdia.

Factor

overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading**

Norm Overall^ Faculty Staff Mgt.

136.University

.803

2.46

2.47

2.40

2.49

2.75

.765

2.45

2.45

2.31

2.65

2.27

.752

2.79

2.78

2.77

2.77

2.89

.559

2.73

2.57

2.57

2.56

2.58

.463

2.11

1 68

1.63

1.70

1.88

magazine

134.Student
newspaper

132.Employee
newsletter

130.Bulletin boards/
fliers

138.Internal audio

visual media (video

tape, films, slides,
multimedia presenta
tions)

Factor Three: Electronic Communication
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Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading***

Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

Staff

Mgt.

150.Listservs

.809

3.13

3.12

3.14

2.93

3.93

148.E-mail

.743

3.68

3.69

3.79

3.39

4.47

152.CSUSB's home

.532

2.12

2.15

2.06

2.12

2.69

page/website

Factor Four; Face-^to-Face

Factor

Overall Mean and bv Group

Item

Loading**** Norm

Overall'^ Faculty

Staff

Mgt.

122.Face-to-face con

.835

3.40

3.45

3.39

3.44

3,87

.807

3.20

3.17

3.14

3.06

3.78

tact between two

people

124.Face-to-face con

tact among more than
two people

*Factor accounts for 15.9 percent of variance.

'^Underlined overall means indicate lowest ratings for information
received through channels.

**Factor accounts for 15.9 percent of variance
***Factor accounts for 10.9 p>ercent of variance.
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★★★★Factor accounts for 9.6 percent of variance.

While respondents rated lowly the receipt of
information from television, they desired more highly

information delivered through newspapers.

For institutional

media, audio-visual information was the least productive

while respondents wanted more from the employee newsletter.
The campus's website delivered the least information,

respondents said, and compared with a much greater desire
for face-to—face communication between two people.

And,

while face-to-face communication among more than two people
delivered the least amount of information now, the

preference in factor four was for more e-mail.
Only five out of the 14 items were statistically

significant among groups, including commercial television
and newspapers in factor one, the student newspaper and

employee newsletter in factor two, and e-mail in factor
four.
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Table 12

Varimax Factor Loadings and Group Means Coimpared to Norms for the
Channels of Communication (Needed)

Factor One: Commercial Media

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading*

Norm

Overall"^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

147.Cable tele

.851

2;32

2.35

2.31

.814

2.25

2.24

143.Radio

.788

2.50

141.Newspapers

.591

2.61

2.34

2.51

2.11

2.30

2.59

2.50

2.47

2.51

2.61

2.92

2.96

2.76

3.41

vision

145.Commercial

television

Factor Two: Institutional Media

Overall Mean and by Group

Factor

Item

Loading**

Norm

Overall^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

135.Student news^

.801

2.76

2.76

2.61

paper
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2.93

2.82

137.University

.772

2.69

2.69

2.60

2.78

2.84

.762

3.08

3.07

2.90

3.22

3.30

.597

2.99

2.72

2.60

2.86

2.76

.491

2.78

2.32

2.34

2.30

2.33

magazine

133•Bmployee newsletter

131.Bulletin boards/
fliers

139.Internal audio-

visual media (video

tape, films, slides,
multimedia pre
sentations)

Factor Three: Face^to-Face

Factor

Overall Mean and, by Group

Item

Loading***

Norm

Overall"

Faculty Staff Mgt.

123.Face-to-face

.789

3.65

3.83

3.81

3.81

4.00

.769

3.44

3.53

3.50

3.49

3.82

contact between

two people

125. Face-to-face

contact among more

than two people
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Factor Four: Electronic Coniraunication

Factor

Overall Mean and by Group

Item

Loading**** Norm

Overall'^

Faculty Staff Mgt.

149.E-mail

.719

3.83

3.82

3.76

3.79

4.33

151.Listservs (Corner-

.718

3.07

3.06

2.97

3.07

3.49

.520

2.75

2.74

2.63

2.75

3.19

stone, FYI)

153.CSUSB's homepage/
web site

*Factor accounts for 18.1 percent of variance.
'^Italicized overall means incy.cate highest ratings for information
needed from channels.

**Factor accounts for 17.8 percent of variance.
***Factor accounts for 10.3 percent variance.

****Factor accounts for 10 percent of variance.

Organizational Commitment

Although Organizational Commitment was not a discrete
scale on the ICA, several studies have found correlations

among organizational commitment, whether an individual is in
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a supervisorial position and the amount of time spent on the

job at an organization.

Our results running a correlation

among how long respondents have worked for CSUSB (item 156),
whether they supeirvise others (item 158) and whether they

are looking for a job in a different organization (item 166)
were insignificant for these issues--.061 for faculty, .015
for staff and -.065 for management.

However, because more

than half of the Cal State, San Bernardino sample was

comprised of faculty, most of whom are unlikely to supeirvise
others or to perceive themselves as doing so, the
insignificant finding was not surprising.
Because more than half of Cal State's faculty has been

hired since September 1989 (Laurel Lillienthal, personal

communication. May 27, 1998) and other research (Alexander,
Helms & Curran, 1987; Trombetta & Rogers, 1988) has detected

linkages among tenure, education and age with organizational
commitment, bivariate correlations among items 156, 166, 159
(education) and 160 (age) also were run and generated
insignificant results (r = .002) for faculty.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Discussion

An overall STOinmary of the findings in the tables

provides a picture of Gal State^ San Bernardino employees
who want to know how organizational decisions affect their

jobs, particularly with regard to how money is spent,

specific problems faced by the organization as well as jobrelated problems, and how individuals are being judged.
This latter desire carried forward into the wish to be more
involved in the evaluations of supervisors as well as

requesting information needed to do one's job.

More

information is desired from middle management and the

timeliness of information from intraoffice colleagues is

paramount.

The least satisfaction with groups was reported

with top management and respondents indicated they do not

respect the management skills of those with whom they work.
Respondents have the least satisfaction with CSUSB's
concerns for the welfare of its workforce and seek

improvements in the way the university recognizes

outstanding performance and creates the opportunity for

promotions within the organization.

Regarding channels of

communication, the greatest desire was for more information
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about CSUSB in newspapers, through the employee newsletter
and via face-to-face communication followed by e-mail.

Faculty

As indicated earlier, faculty generally had the lowest

satisfaction ratings for most items.

Specifically, they

held the lowest opinions on how money is spent, how
decisions are made that affect jobs, mistakes and failures

of CSUSB, how individual job-related problems are being

handled, information from top management, receiving praise
from an immediate supervisor, CSUSB's concern for employee

welfare, its way of recognizing outstanding performance and

getting information through media.

At the same time the

faculty ranked second or third to management in their
demands for information.

Thus, if they were the most

disenfranchised group—as their satisfaction ratings
indicated—it is perplexing as to why they aren't as

demanding, as compared to management, for more information.

Staff

Typically staff are a "close second" to faculty in
their low satisfaction ratings.
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In certain instances they

held the lowest ratings for items sudh as ^^how I am being

judged," receiving information from individuals in other
units, judging the timeliness of information from immediate
supervisors and top management, respecting the management
skills of those they work with and the chances for getting
ahead in the organization.

With a couple of exceptions they

had the lowest ratings throughout the Organizational
Relationships sectioh;

Management

As mentioned in the results section, management had the

highest ratings throughout the survey for satisfaction
items.

The one exception in which management was below the

satisfaction ratings of faculty regarded the ability to

disagree with an immediate supervisor.

Perhaps this was

most telling of all the indicators when connecting these
results to the WASG assessment: If a climate of mistrust did

indeed exist it certainly would be reinforced by a

management system that had little confidence in its ability
to interact.
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Information Received

Organizational issues predominated in the CSUSB

responses to information received now and needed.

While

Downs' (1988) critique of the ICA survey indicated this kind
of information may not be necessary to do the job, he

believed it could possess a motivational quality that helps

workers identify with their organization.

In the Daly,

Falcione and Damhorst (1979) review of the ICA, the

researchers also qualified the results for this section with
the note that how much communication a person engages in may

be closely related to both personality and task.

In general

Gal State's findings replicated results of other ICA audits

in which respondents perceived adequate information about
their immediate work situation, but very little information

regarding factbrs affecting the organization as a whole
(Goldhaber et al., 1978).

Sending Information
The emergence of the desire for more supervisorial
evaluation was congruent with a relatively new trend at Cal

State toward a pay-for-perfontiance system for staff and
merit-based pay for faculty that began in 1995-96.
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While

faculty had a longstanding practice for evaluation and

promotion, the California State University Board of Trustees
mandated a merit pay system as an incentive for greater

productivity.

The faculty, through The Faculty Senate,

crafted a system that relied upon the nomination of
individuals for consideration of meritorious performance.

The procedures were controversial and subject to much debate
in the ensuing years.

For staff, a committee, led by the

associate vice president of academic personnel and comprised
of representatives of all of the bargaining units on campus,

was impaneled to decide what criteria would d0termine merit
awards (J.C. Robinson, personal correspondence, June 2,

1998).

The existing evaluation procedure came under much

fire---in addition to unevenness in the timing and
deliverance of evaluations rendered by supervisors

(sometimes they weren't done at all), the committee also
heard complaints about the manner in which management

personnel were evaluated.

Thus the salience of this

evaluation item seems proper given the campus climate
regarding the university's evaluation systems.

Findings of the ICA audit often have indicated that the
desire to send information is much lower than the desire to
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receive information (Goldhaber et al./ 1978).

This was

upheld in the Cal State study in which the means for
information desired for receipt were higher than those for
the desire to send informatipn.

While workers seem most

concerned with informatipn they do or do not receive, their
need to send information may be problematic because

information, such as the evaluation of one's supervisor, may

not be permitted, noted Downs (1988). Daly, Falcione and
Damhorst (1979) believed, for example, that this scale
measures the dissatisfaction if an individual wants to

transmit more information than one is permitted to send.

The sense of futility was captured in one of CSUSB's
handwritten comments,

don't send more info because my

impression is that no one is willing to assume the

responsibility to fix my job-related problems?!...inadequate
classrooms,...inadequate projection equipment."
Cal State's results regarding currently sent

information about one's job and the desire to complain more

and evaluate supervisors were typical (Goldhaber et al.,

1978).

Perhaps their feeling that poor communication is

occurring revolves around the lack of a sense of

empowerment.

Employees may view upward communication as a
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channel for grievances, correction of inadequate
instructions and monitoring of their activities. Employee

complaints regarding a lack of recognition of their efforts

are typical, Downs (1988) said, as is their expectation that
it is management's responsibility to provide that
recognition.

Although it remains unknown how much responsibility Cal
State employees vest their managers with, the organization
could take a lesson from King, Lahiff and Hatfield (1988),

who determined a strong positive relationship between
rewards communication and satisfaction.

Whether the Cal

State situation is like what Chase (1970) found with a

fundamental misunderstanding about downward communication by

the first-line supervisor or rather Cal State employees are
more like those that Deetz (1987) discovered—satisfied
workers concentrate more on downward flow from supervisors
while dissatisfied workers focus more on upward

communication--is unclear.

Employees in the latter study,

including managers, seemed to think that the solution ^^lay
outside themselyes^ and that management had the prime

responsibility for assuring satisfactory communication.
This seemed somewhat borne out by the Cal State results.
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which were heavily focused on the information-sharing
performance of top and mid-management.

Downs (1988) pointed out that the ICA survey questions
are focused on upward communication/ which could explain
results such as Cal State's.

He recommended including more

measurements of horizontal and downward communication and

noted that positive feedback can be exchanged horizontally,
with all members of the work groups sharing that

responsibility.

Alexander, Helms and Curran (1987), whose

study was done at a university, also agreed that peer
communication was important and horizontal communication was
the most important source.

Follow-Up

This section measures respondents' expectation for

acknowledgment and use of information sent (Downs, 1988).
As in Cal State's case, Goldhaber et al. (1978) found that

the farther up the organizational hierarchy the less the
follow-up, particularly with top management.

Senior management attracted a couple of handwritten
comments on the Cal State survey:

Info given to them is given indirectly through the
director.

Top management doesn't care what we say can
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or can't be done—they make a decision (usually a very
late decision) and expect us to implonent it.

I'm

tired of this and don't plan to do the impossible in
the future as we have done in the past.

I plan to be

much more active in providing written info as to the
likelihood of successful completion of large projects

and refuse to take responsibility for implementing the
impossible.

The other, referring to both middle and top management,

wrote, "None of these people cares!"

Sources of Information

The best sources of information are those closest to

employees and the worst are the farthest away (Goldhaber et
al., 1978), which the Cal State survey results underscored.
While this section can point out differences between receipt

and need, the specific information desired that is not being
passed on remains unidentified (Downs, 1998).

In addition

because "top management" is something that everyone
responding to the audit has in common, this group is
commonly identified as being problematic in terms of
communication.

Downs calls this an artifact of the survey

because "top management" is the only category eveiryone has
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in coinmon, but employees are not responding to the same co
workers, department meetings or supervisors.
Also, the nature of the survey makes it impossible to

disentangle how many work units and departments are truly
being scrutinized by the respondents (Downs, 1988), e.g.
whether difficulties are spread across the organization or
concentrated in one or two areas.

So, like other

organizations. Gal State will have to generalize its
findings to the whole organization.

Downs (1988) noted, too, that all but one question in
this section refer to formal sources.

The exception is the

grapevine, which few employees tend to spread (Davis, 1953)
and many feel is loaded with unnecessary information (Ravage
& Null, 1975).

The Gal State results seemed to support this

contention because the grapevine didn't emerge in any factor

rotation.

However, a few written comments stated that the

grap>evine is accurate and fast while another couple noted
that it's a problem and one said they try to avoid the

grapevine.

Typically employees want less of the grapevine

(Goldhaber et al., 1978) because they tend to think that

information necessary to them should come from formal
channels.

Generally written and telephone communication are

closer to the authority structure than is face-to-face
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communication (Conrath, 1973), so the Cal State preference
for more formal channels seems to indicate employees'
desires for useful information.

Dedmon (1970) found that the most meaningful

communication among faculty occurs in committee and

department meetings, which was supported somewhat by the Cal
State results—leaning toward absorbing information from

coworkers.

Daly, Falcione and Damhorst (1979) agreed that

some sources are more positively valued and needed for
effective work-related activities than others.

Lower ranks

tend to communicate more laterally and orally than other

groups (Goetzinger & Valentine, 1962), a finding which seems
supported by the Cal State survey respondents, nearly 90

percent of whom are nonmanagement employees.

And, like the

Ravage and Null (1975) study, which found faculty wanted
more information to come from the dean's office than peers,

the request for more information from middle management in
the Cal state results reinforced this desire.

Timeliness

Timing is crucial to investigate in an audit (Downs,
1988) because if information comes too early, organizational

members are temporarily overloaded and if it comes too late,
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there is an underload.

It is not uncommon to find

respondents feslihg that information from top management is
of lower quality (Goldhaber et al., 1978), as the Cal State
results indicated.

While the Timeliness section focuses on the adequacy of

sources, it does not get at the kinds of information not

being received on time.

This is one area that can be

transferred easily into additional research questions in

follow-up interviews that probe categories of information
that need to be communicated more quickly.

Some suggestions

follow in the Summary section.

Organizational Relationships

A number of audits have identified supervisors as the

most important communication link between employees and the
organization (Downs, 1988).

Communication relationships are

among the most important areas examined in the ICA audit
because every time two people communicate they not only are
exchanging information but they also are building,

maintaining or destroying a relationship between them.
Often the immediate communication climate with co

workers and immediate supervisors is healthier than with top

management, Goldhaber et al. (1978) found, and this seemed
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borne out in the Cal State sample.

The scholars report,

"Employees like working in their organizations and enjoy
healthy working relationships built upon trust with those
working closest to them."

Yet the organization as a whole

can be perceived to limit openness, laCk rewards, and
minimize input, influence and advancement opportunities.
Not only do the numeric results of Cal State's survey
support this contention, but some handwritten comments
carried a sarcastic tone.

One said, "Ha, ha, ha" to the

item "Top management is sincere in their efforts to
communicate with employees," and responded to "I respect the
management skills of those I work with," saying "With - yes
(5); for - no (1)."

A couple individuals indicated they had

no basis for knowing whether their immediate supervisor is
honest with them and one staff member indicated that a

supervisor was friendly "only with a few favorites."

Two

others indicated that differences of opinion were encouraged

in their immediate department but not by the university as a
whole while three questioned whether they had goals they
were contributing toward.
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Organizational Outcomes

The purpose of organizational communication is to
exchange information that will result in some outcome
(Downs, 1988), so the ICA audit captures the respondents'
satisfaction with the organization as an indicator of the
communication environment.

While high levels of

dissatisfaction can generate problems and lead workers to
leave the organization. Downs cautioned against presumptions
that low satisfaction necessarily results in low

productivity.

The questions in this section do not address

level of perfomance or productivity, he noted.

While employees typically report being satisfied
with their current jobs, they often are not satisfied with
their chances to make a difference or advance (Goldhaber et

al., 1978), which the Cal State results confirmed.

Channels of Communication

Channels of communication need to be evaluated

periodically by organizations (Downs, 1988) and the ICA
audit provides a means for examining channels that are

organization specific.

While the Cal State results seem to

hint at the quality of a few channels, much more remains to
be studied about the current communication processes at the
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university.

Specifically/ Goldhaber et al. (1978) report

that a consistent finding in research about channels has
shown that the majority of the interaction that serves as
the coordinating function in organizations occurs on an

informal, face-to-face basis.

This emerged as the third

factor for preferred channels at Cal State and more

exploration of the kinds of information desired in this
manner would help the uhiversity Shape its communication
plans.

Cal State has yet to determine the reasons for a

preference for this ^^channel."

Channel selection--particularly formal vs. informal—
has been related to the strength of the infomnation-sharing

norms of the organization (Gerloff, Wofford & Summers,
1978).

Future research at Cal State could qualify the

information-sharing climate of the organization and probe,
as Housel and Waldhart (1981) did, the use of

oral modes to effect reductions in upward communication
distortion.

Williams (1978) indicated no single channel is

best--the nature and urgency of the message drive the
channel that will be used.

Cal State needs to test the

types of messages as well as delivery modes.

And, as Riggs (1978) pointed out with regard to the
external media, some outlets may be more aggressive with
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presentation of inforrration, so it is a challenge to compare
one external outlet against another for information

adequacy.

Certainly a content analysis of commercial media,

comparing Gal State coverage with other educational
institutions, might provide an impression of the media and

what can be reasonably expected through those channels.
Goldhaber (1974) cautioned that whatever sophisticated

media campaign is devised it should recognize that every
student, faculty member, administrator, janitor, secretary
and staff member is actually a separate channel.

His work,

revolving around the social unrest oh college campuses,

encouraged open and candid reasons for administrative
decisions and actions (1972).

Additional research at Gal

state likely would involve focus groups that would measure

impressions of the communication environment under the new
administration as well as perceptions of individual Work
groups (Pringle, 1997).

The last preference for e-mail at Gal State, San

Bernardino wasn't surprising because most computer-mediated

research shows a preference for face-to-face communication

prevails.

At Gal State 1,015 employees are receiving the

Bulletin Board service, on which announcements are posted-

only 99 employees have unsubscribed from this service.
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The

administration has mandated that no additional employees be
allowed to refuse to receive this information (Sam Romero,

personal communication, May 26, 1998). An electronic
listserv, known as Forum, also is available for employee
^^discussions" of issues.

Currently 877 receive this service

and 237 have removed themselves.

Most of the handwritten comments for this segment of

the CSUSB survey indicated problems with receipt of or time
to read institutional publications.

And a couple

said the publications say *^nothing of substance" or are
after the fact.

Organizational Commitment

Allen (1992) found the perception of top management

communication and employee communication to be related and

the quality of top management information strongly linked to
organization conunitment.

This inclination does not appear

to be upheld in the Cal State study, despite our attempts to
link demographic variables, such as length of service, to

satisfaction (e.g. whether or not the individual was looking
for another job).

In the Fink and Chen (1995) study at a

university, for example, longer tenure did equate with more
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satisfaction.

Guzley {1992) maintained that new and tenured

employees may share strong beliefs in organizational goals
and, therefore, be more committed to the organization.

We

were not able to elucidate this connection at Cal State.
A few of the handwritten comments made in the

demographic section seemed telling with regard to individual
commitment and the organizational climate at Cal State.

For

example, one person indicated they had had one interview,
but were not conducting ^^an extensive search at this point,

although that could change.'' Another answered ^^yes" to item
166 as well, saying
shit!"

not happy here, they treat you like

Still another made the general comment.

Too much PC--info sources can't be trusted because they

must be politically correct.

Yea for Prop 209!

were younger, I would have left CSUSB years ago.

support for research, travel, heavy service

If I
No

can hardly

wait to retire or leave.

And one individual said,

am totally dissatisfied

with the people in charge of operating this university!"

Audit Results Compared with WASC Findings
The results of the current Study heed to be bracketed

not only by the gualitative information garnered during the
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1994 WASC visit, but also by the 1998 WASC Accreditation

Self Study Fourth-Year Report (CSU, San Bernardino) and the
earliest findings of the visitation team, reported by James
Renick.

Without the benefits of these current findings, the

team did have some quantitative results Compiled through two

1997 campuswide surveys--the Faculty Senate Survey of
University Issues and the Supplementary Survey on Staff
Issues.

The '^"climate of mistrust" that was coined by the 1994

WASC team had not completely disappeared three years later

when perceptions were ssunpled, the self study reports (CSU,
San Bernardino, 1998).

A widespread sense that governance

remains largely top down, meetings are held to inform people
of the results of decisions and consultation is only a
I

gesture is reported.

■

■

While the budgetary process is seen as

an improvement in communication, apparently some faculty and
staff do not recognize the voice they now have.

The

perception that the Acaciemic Affairs division is given a
lack of primacy--because all of the operational divisions

compete for resources--is believed by some to stifle
communication ^^because it encourages a culture of protecting

organizational turf rather than collaborating on achievement
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of the primary mission of the university."

Some support for

this contention was found in the innovation research of

Tjosvold and McNeely (1988), who noted that employees who

have competitive goals have pessimistic expectations and,
therefore, they communicate ineffectively and have negative
feelings about discussion.

Thus, they work inefficiently

and were uneible to develop quality, creative solutions.

At

Cal State the premise for creating a new aciademic provost

position is regarded by some as the solution to the
competitive resource environment internally because it would
elevate the academic affairs division to an appropriate,
preeminent status.

Real communication occurs when people not only have a

chance to speak, but to feel that what they say is heard and
has at least some chance of making a difference, the WASC

report added.

Faculty were reported to be strongly

satisfied with their decision-making role at the department

level, but relatively unsatisfied at the university level, a
result also discovered in the Anatol and Applbaiam (1979)

study at Cal State, Long Beach.

These scholars believed

that a labor vs. management orientation on campus is a
cultural habit—that the information dependency that faculty
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have, juxtaposed with the administration's information

power, may result in faculty envy of real or imagined power

and privilege of the central administration.

Also the

increasingly uncertain environment faced by universities
leads to greater concern for job security, working
conditions, economic and enrollment support and a dwindling
community which fosters a more zealous "us vs. them"
attitude.

If these conditions are seen at other

universities it's not a stretch to surmise that similar

effects are occurring at Cal State, San Bernardino.
The WASC self study indicated that part-time lecturers
have no information about personnel policies that affect
them, lack a clear sense of their place in the university

and do not have a genuine voice in organizational structure
(CSU, San Bernardino, 1998).

One handwritten comment on an

uncompleted ICA survey in the Cal State study corroborates
this.

A graduate teaching assistant reports, "I have little

teacher-teacher contact; I receive very limited feedback...I
have no options for advancement."

Meanwhile staff sentiments were relatively unchanged

since 1994 because they have had no mechanism through which

they can influence policies and operational issues.
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A large

majority of respondents to the staff survey supported the
creation of a Staff Council, the report stated.

Some

conflict between that potential council and the role of the

bargaining unit representatives is foreseen, however, and
the Public Employee Relations Board is expected to rule
whether staff councils constitute unfair labor practice.

In

the meantime, the current university president has pledged a
risk-free environment in which staff members--and all

employees—will feel safe to participate fully in campus
discussions and debates.

Staff concerns revolved around the

fairness of the reclassification process and the merit pay
system.

Another critical issue reported in the 1994 WASC

findings was diversity, which continued to be a priority in
the mid-term review.

Renick (personal communication, April

6, 1998) wrote the directive,

Improve communication with

the entire campus about the administration's goals for
diversity based on the Statement of Commitment and
Diversity."

While the review pointed to a campus

communication training program known as Restorations,

apparently minority faculty and staff remain concerned about

Equal Employment Opportunities.
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In the ICA audit Table 2,

affirmative action emerged among the items that respondents
receive the least information on now, but was not as desired

as campus events/calendar or important new service or

program developments at CSUSB for ^^information needed.'' Yet
a few handwritten comments on the returned surveys made

disparaging comments about the upward mobility of employees
who are not people of color, so the issue of affirmative
action has its detractors as well.

Specific recommendations by WASC for continuing

improvements in communication include the development and

implementation of strategies to assure the quality as well
as quantity of communication is improving (Renick, personal
communication, April 6, 1998).

While the draft report

cited increased memberships and representation on a variety

Ccunpus bodies assists with communication, there also was a
concern reflected by the campus constituency ^^that some

people cannot get work done due to the niimber and length of
meetings.''

Identifying ways to coordinate the budget and planning

process with the Faculty Senate, developing specific
strategies for two-way communication between the central
administration and the Council of Department Chairs,
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enhancing strategies for communicating with part-time

faculty and consideration of ways to increase staff
participation in campus decision making also are
recommended.

Several strategies from increasing student

involvement, external constituents to framing electronic
communication are indicated as well.

The draft report from the March 11-13, 1998 visit on

Ceimpus also noted a ^^positive outlook...a noticeably upbeat

spirit on campus--a climate of openness and hope" engendered
by the leadership of a new president.

Specifically, his

push for completion of the strategic planning process and
creation of a decentralized budget policy were cited.

Yet

the effects of his communication style and the relationship

between what he says and what he does have yet to be
measured (Pringle, 1998).

Caveats About This Study

While the ICA survey has many advantages, including its

comprehensiveness, adaptability to a variety of

organizations, its years of pilot testing and refinement,
its connection to a normed database, and its ability to make

longitudinal comparisons (Downs, 1988; Sincoff & Goyer,
1977; Goldhaber & Krivonos, 1977), perhaps the ultimate
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testimony is its performance as an analytic tool.

Downs

reported noticeable improvement in most communication
variables except load while Brooks, Callicoat and Siegerdt
(1979) found that most organizations tend to adopt changes
or create new communication practices as a result of the use

of the ICA audit.

They find communication channels and

sources to be the most improved by the audit and suggested

that the mere participation in an audit process may be
related to the reported effectiveness changes.
Concerns about the ICA instrument revolve around the

numbers of people in the sample who actually finish the

survey because of its length and complexity and, perhaps,
because of the use of the five-point Likert scale (Downs,

1988).

Certainly the Cal State sample was a far lower

return rate than desired and we had been warned that the

length likely would be the culprit.

The ambiguity of terms

and how they're interpreted also are a problem as is a bias
in some questions, such as participatory decision making.
Sincoff and Goyer (1977) also quibbled with the wording for
instructions in the survey which they felt was of uneven

quality.

In Cal State's sample, one uncompleted survey,

signed by the ^^The Frustrated Professor," provided some
substance to this concern because the faculty member deemed
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the instriJinent unclear and not grammatically correct.

Specifically the terms ^^little" and ^^much" used to modify
information seemed vague and improper to this respondent,

who also argued with the terminology *^have to have" with

regard to information needed.

The individual wrote, ^*This

survey just reminds me of so much mindless bureaucracy
inherent in our fine institution.

Good luck with the

responses you receive from this survey.

It's so confusing I

wonder what kind of information you will actually receive."

Typically, too, respondents always want more

information than they're getting, with the exception of the

grapevine, and this may make the scale more like indexes of
curiosity than an inventory of information needs.

Moreover,

because the survey is a self-report, perception-based
instrument it is questionable the extent to which the

results parallel communication realities (Porter, 1985;
Downs, 1988).

However, Downs offered that ^^the discovery of

perceptions is important because organizational members

shape their behaviors on the basis of their perceptions."
Porter (1985) agreed that if the goal of the client

organization was to manage morale problems caused by

perceived information inadequacy then the ICA ratings can be
important to assisting the organization with its problems.
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Clearly Cal State officials felt they had a morale problem
related to communication in 1994--whether that perception

predominates today might be drawn out in a campuswide
discussion of this present study.

Brooks, Callicoat and Siegerdt {1979) we]?e not^le to
elucidate the relationship between communication
effectiveness measured by the ICA audit and overall

organization effectiveness.

Neither will Cal State be able

to draw conclusions from this research about general

effectiveness.

The university might develop general

impressions about effectiveness if a longitudinal
application of the ICA survey was undertaken.

That might

assist the audit in becoming more clearly cost-effective to
other client organizations, if potential benefits were
identified over time (Goldhaber & Krivonos, 1977).

Meaningful comparability of the data in the normed bank
concerned Sincoff and Goyer (1977) because of the varying

types of organizations included and limited businessindustrial-manufacturing data (Goldhaber & Krivonos, 1977).

The Cal State study was compared to all institutions in the
database, so the university was not scrutinized against the

other five organizations of the same type.

Sincoff and

Goyer recommend that extreme caution be used in drawing
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inferences from any of the data; descriptions should be

emphasized rather than conclusions, they contended.

Only

broad impressions have been presented with regard to the Cal
State results.

Summary

For Cal State, San Bernardino the findings indicate the

university has communication challenges that are similar to
those captured by the ICA audit for most organizations, so
the university needs to pursue additional research to locate
whatever eccentricities are peculiar to this campus.

Focus

groups with each constituent group--faculty, staff and
management-—might tease out clarification of individual
differences within groups (Pringle, 1997).

Questions, such

as "What kinds of information would you like to see covered

by institutional publications?" and "What do you think of
the accuracy of published information at Cal State?", could

get at the kind of information desired, but not naimed on the
original survey.

It seems important to continue probing the issue of

organizational communication at Cal State now that the
surface has been scratched.

Greenbavun (1974) noted that it
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can be important to advocate a systematic method of
classifying communication events to determine how well the
entire communication system was working.

This survey sets

the precedent for ongoing research to occur at Cal State.
In fact. Professor Porter has offered the database to Cal
State for its use (personal communication, May 13, 1998).
Wilson and Hochel (1994) indicated that communication

studies at universities can help the administration make
informed decisions about which communication processes are

effective and should be continued, which are unproductive

and should be stopped and those that are inefficient and
need to be modified.

While Cal State can make some

judgments based upon this research, the university might
want to design some new practices and policies that could be
measured in the next test.

Anatol and Applbavim (1979)

contended that an academic institution requires copious

amounts of information to perform tasks, maintain service,

adapt to the environment and be productive.

Perhaps Cal

State should measure the kinds of information employees need
in order to be innovative.

Hunsicker (1972) noted that the bureaucratic tendency

is to develop forms of reporting systems to correct problems
which may only treat the symptoms instead.
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Cal State may

have done this with resorting to more management

presentations in the wake of the 1994 WASC review.
Certainly this study shows that more from top management is
not desired.

As mentioned earlier, an artifact of this

instrument could be that it is measuring a ^^sense of

empowerment and inclusion" rather than a genuine information
flow.

It also is understandable for a bureaucracy to

become overloaded as more information from the environment

becomes relevant, but cannot be processed by existing

mechanisms, noted Hawes (1971).

Once again, mechanisms for

adaptation to an increasingly uncertain environment seem
prudent for Gal State.

Goldhaber et al. (1978) indicated that communication
research can be useful in solving problems of coordination,

planning, employee relations and hviman resource development.
For the new president at Gal State, the results of this
study may prove useful for fine-tuning management systems.
In addition communication research helps individuals

understand how they are involved in the greater

organizational system, which in turn permits the employee

potentially to exert influence on the system which is
required for more complete satisfaction.
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Hunt and Ebeling

(1983) agreed that resultant improved employee attitudes may
be related to feeling more appreciated after a communication
intervention than before.

Because the results of this study

have yet to be promulgated at Cal State, their effect on the
campus population is unknown.
Wilson and Houchel (1994) recommended establishing

ongoing mechanisms for evaluation of communication and
several scholars (Bugbee & Davis, 1991; Chase, 1970; Hinds,
1957) stressed the need for training.

needs to start with top management.

Some say training

On the Cal State survey

a question about training netted little because it was not
linked to communication as the original research had

designed it to be.

The range of training and development on

campus can touch on communication, but not much deals with
the topic as an entire session.

One comment on the returned

surveys seems to indicate a preference for "Off-campus since
on-campus training leaves much to be desired."

Sessions on

performance management, conflict resolution and
understanding how one interacts with others are offered

through the Hxainan Resources Department at Cal State (Karen
Logue, personal communication, June 2, 1998) and staff are
the most likely group to take advantage of these classes.
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So, if faculty and management are unlikely to participate in
these sessions, different methods will need to be found to
reach them.

Dedmon (1970) agreed that the university president
often instructs who is to be communicated to and the

leader's style initiates structure and consideration within
the organization (Eblen, 1987).

The selection of the social

influence style will affect the college president's

managerial approach, noted Hickson and Hill (1979), but

physical layout, distance and other organizational practices
and procedures, in addition to leadership style, have an
effect on communication outcomes (Gerloff, Wofford &

Summers, 1978). So, as the WASC team has reflected back in

its draft report to Cal State, the new president is making a
difference, but what the results of his influence will be
remain to be seen (Pringle, 1998).

Yet faculty may be the most influential communicators
within the organization (Rosenzweig, 1970) because they *^are

the only group on campus with the authority and prestige to
establish the rules of the game, not so much the substance

of policy but the process from which substanqe CTierges.''

However, the manner in which faculty conduct their business,

through committees, needs to be revamped so that efficiency
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will go up (Tucker, 1973).

Wood (1982) declared

universities to be pseudo-hierarchies in which
administrators serve at the pleasure of their faculty and

full professors have more power over curriculum, teaching
and research than the president could ever dream of having.

He suggested the pseudo-hierarchy forces a distance between
the administration and faculty that is bad for communication
and that it is administration's responsibility to initiate
communication to discover what faculty values and

requirements are.

In his first year, the new university

president has delved into faculty meetings and met with
every department on Ccimpus.

He frequently speaks about his

experience as a faculty member, too, so perhaps his style

will forge new linkages with the faculty that can move the
institution forward.

To grant a lifetime of tenure is to make a statement
about the quality of messages that can be expected of a

professional faculty member for the remainder of a career,
remarked Smith (1979).

He contended that a university iS an

"organized anarchy" and contended that if the campus

community looks at itself as a system of limited information
distribution employees may feel better about things they
don't know and the university might be able to stop
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"distributing information that consumes so much energy and
clear the channels for the distribution of the really

important information."

There are many variables to

consider as Cal State plots future research upon its
organizational communication processes.

Ill

APPENDIX A

Communication Audit Analysis System Questionnaire
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Communication Audit Analysis System

Questionnaire Survey
Please return to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs,

AD-103 by May 30, 1997. Use the enclosed envelope.
Thank you.
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RECEIYIMG IMF0RMAT10H FROH OTHERS

Instructions: You can receive Information

this is the

this is the
amount of infor

about various topics at CSUSB. For each
topic listed on drls page,circle the number
which best Indicates: First, the amount of

Information you are receiving on that topic,

amount of infor

mation Ireceive

mation I need to

now:

receive:

and second,die amount of Information you

need to receive on that topic; that Is, the
amount you have to have In order to do

5

5

1 _ i
ill

your job in your position.

Topic Area:
How well I am doing in my job
My job duties

Organizational policies

2

3

4

5

4.

2

3

4

5

5

6.

2

3

4

5

5

8.

2

3

4

5

5

10.

2

3

4 -5

2

.3

4

5

I.

2

3

4

5

3.

2

3

4

5

2.

5

2

7.

2

9.

2

Il

2

3

4

5

12.

How I am being judged

ls.

2

3

4

5

14.

2

3

4

5

How my job-related problems are being handled

15.

2

3

4

5

16.

2

3

4

5

17

2

3

4

5

18.

2

3

4

5

in CSUSB

19.

2

3

4

5

20.

2

3

4

5

Important new service or program
developments at CSUSB

21.

2

3

4

5

22.

2

3

4

5

23.

2

3

4

5

24.

2

3

4

5

in the organization

25.

2

3

4

5

26.

2

3

4

5

Trends in higher education

27.

2

3

4

5

28.

2

3

4

5

29.

2

3

4

5

30.

2

3

4

5

How money is being spent at the university

31.

2

3

4

5

32.

2

3

4

5

Affirmative action practices and policies

33.

2

3

4

5

34.

2

3

4

5

Honors awarded to the campus or individuals

35.

2

3

4

5

36.

2

3

4

5

Campus events/calendar

37.

2

3

4

5

38.

2

3

4

5

How CSUSB is meeting the demand for service

39.

2

3

4

5

40.

2

3

4

5

Pay and benefits

How technological changes affect my job
Mistakes and failures of CSUSB

3
3
3

4
4
4

How organization decisions are made that
affect my job
Promotion and advancement opportunities

How my job relates to the total operation of CSUSB
Specific problems faced by those above me

Specific problems faced by the
organization as a whole
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SENDIHG IMFORHATIOM TO OTHERS

Instructions: You can also send information

This is the amount

This is the amount of
information I send

about various topics at CSUSB. For each topic
listed on this page,circle the number which

of information I
need to send:

now:

best indicates: Fint,the amount of informa

tion you are sending on that topic, and sec
ond,the amount of information you need to
send on that topic; that is, the amount you
have to have sent, in order to do your job in

5

i

i
5

I

your position.

o
t/%

V

Topic Area:
Reporting what I am doing in my job

41

42.

Reporting what I think my job requires me to do

43

44.

Reporting job-related problems

45

46.

working conditions

47

48.

Requesting information necessary to do my job

49

50.

Evaluating the performance of my
immediate supervisor

51

52.

Asking for clearer work instructions

53.

54.

Complaining about my job and/or
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fOLLOW-UP

Instructions: Indicate the amount of action

or follow-up that is and needs to be taken
on information you send to the following

This is the amount of

This is the amount
of followup need
ed:

follow-up now:

individuals:

S
o
to

1

>

i

o
CO

i

Subordinates(if applicable)

55

56.

Co-workers in my own unit or department

57.

58.

Immediate supervisor

59

60.

Middle management(school deans, department,
office/program managers)

61.

62.

I

2

3

4

Top management(president, vice presidents)

63.

64.

I

2

3

4
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SOURCES OF INFORHATIOK

Instructions: You not only receive various
kinds of information, but can receive such

This is the amount of
information I receive
now:

information from various sources within

CSUSB. For each source listed below,circle

This is the amount
of information 1
need to receive:

the response that b^tindicates: First, the
amount of information you are receiving
from that source,and second,the amount

of information you need to receive from that
source in order to do your Job.
o
CO

I

A
<

O

5 9

CO

<

Topic Areas:
Subordinates(if applicable)

65.

r

2

3

4

5

66.

1

2

3

4

5

Co-workers in my own unit or department

67.

I

2

3

4

5

68.

r .; 2

3

4

5

69.

I

2

3

4

5

70.

I

2

3

4

5

Imrnediate supervisor

71.

I

2

3

4

5

72.

I

2

3

4

5

Department meetings

73.

I

2

3

4

5

74.

I

2

3

4

5

office/program managers)

75- ' 2

3

^

5

76. 1

2

3

4

5

Formal management presentations

77.

I

2

3

4

5

78.

1

2

3

4

5

Top management(president, vice presidents)

79. 1

2

3

4

5

80. 1

2

3 4

5

The "grapevine"

81.

I

2

3

4

5

82.

2

3

5

Subordinates(if applicable)

83.

1

2

3

4

5

Individuals in other units departments
in my organization

Middle management(school deans, department,
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4

TIHELINESS OF IMFORHATIOH RECEIVED FROM KEY SOURCES

Instructions: Indicate the extent to

which information from the following

sources is usually timely(you get infor
mation when you need it—nottoo
early, not too late).

v_

O
c/>

Is
ic

^

Co-workersin my own unit or department

84.

I

2

3

U

5

Immediate supervisor

85.

I

2

3

4

5

(department, office/program nianagers)

86.

I

2

3

4

5

Top management(present, vice presidents)

87.

2

3

4

5

The 'grapevine"

88.

2

3

4

5

Middle management(school deans,
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ORGAMIZATIOMAL RELATIONSHIPS

Instructions: A variety of relationships exist
in organizations like CSUSB. Some relation
ships are more distant than others,some
more satisfying that others. All contribute
to the overall quality of life at work.
Considering your relationships with others
at CSUSB,circle the number which best

desaibes the relationship in question.

1

I

io i
s
2 5
CO

^

>

Relationship:
I trust my co-workers

89.

I

2

3

5

My co-workers get along with each other

90.

I

2

3

5

91.

I

2

3

5

I trust my immediate supervisor

92.

I

2

3

5

My immediate supervisor is honest with me

93.

I

2

3

5

I

2

3

5

My relationship with my co-workers is satisfying

My immediate supervisor listens to me

!

94.

1 am free to disagree with my immediate supervisor

95.

I

2

3

5

I can tell my immediate supervisor when things are going wrong

96.

I

2

3

5

My imrnediate supervisor praises me for a good job

97.

I

2

3

5

My immediate supervisor is friendly with his/her subordinates

98.

I

2

3

5

My immediate supervisor understands my job needs

99-

1

2

3

5

100.

I

2

3

5

lOI.

I

2

3

5

Top management is sincere in their efforts to communicate with employees

102.

I

2

3

5

My relationship with top management is satisfying

103.

I

2

3

5

My organization encourages differences of opinion

104.

I

2

3

5

I have a say in decisions that affect my job

105.

I

2

3

5

I influence operations in my unit or department

106.

I

2

3

5

I have a part in accomplishing my organization's goals

107.

I

2

3

5

I respect the management skills of those I work with

108.

I

2

3

5

My relationship with my immediate supervisor is satisfying

I trust top management(president, vice presidents)
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ORGAHIZATIOMAL OUTCOMES

Instructions; One of the most important"out
comes"of working in an organization is the

satisfaction you receive,or fail to receive, by

working there. Such "satisfaction can relate
to the job, your co-workers, supervisor, or

the organization as a whole. Please circlethe
response which best indicates the extent to

5

which you are satisfied with:

i
>
o

V.
Outcome:
109.

I

2

3

4

5

no.

I

2

3

4

5

My progress in my organization up to this point in time

III.

I

2

3

4

5

My chances for getting ahead in the organization

112.

I

2

3

4

5

My opportunity to contribute to the overall success of CSUSB
CSUSB's way of recognizing and-rewarding outstanding performances

113.

I

2

3

4

5

114.

I

2

3

4

5

CSUSB's concern for its employees'welfare

115.

I

2

3

4

5

CSUSB's overall communicative efforts

116.

I

2

3

4

5

117.

I

2

3

4

5

118.

I

2

3

4

5

119.

I

2

3

4

5

120.

I

2

3

4

5

121.

I

2

3

4

5

My job
My pay

Working in my organization
CSUSB as compared to other organizations
CSUSB's overall efficiency of operation

The overall quality of CSUSB's service
CSUSB's achievement of its goals and objectives
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CHAHMELS OF COHMUMICATIOH

Instructions: The following questions list a

variety of channels by which information is
sent to you. Please circle the number which

This is the amount of
information I receive

This is the amount of
information I need to

best indicates(i)the amount of information

now:

receive:

you are receiving through that channel
now,and(2)the amount of information you
need to receive through that channel.

S

s

i

^

^
s I
i s
^

Channel:
Face-to-face contact between two people

122.

I

2

3

4

5

123.

I

2

3

4

5

Face-to-face contact among more than
two people

124.

I

2

3

4

5

125.

I

2

3

4

5

Telephone

126.

I

2

3

4

5

127.

I

2

3

4

5

Written (memos/letters)

128.

I

■ 2

■ 3

4

5

129.

I

3;

4

5

Bulletin boards/fliers

130.

I

2

3

4

5

131.

I

2

3

4

5

The employee newsletter,
The Friday Bulletin

132.

I

2

3

4

5

133.

I

2

3

4

5

The student newspaper, The Chronicle

134.

I

2

3

4

5

135.

I

2

3

4

5

The university magazine.
Gal State, San Bernardino

136.

I

2

3

4

5

137.

I

2

3

4

5

138.

I

2

3

4

5

139.

I

2

3

4

5

Newspapers

140.

I

2

3

4

5

141.

I

2

3

4

5

Radio

142.

I

2

3

4

5

143.

I

2

3

4

5

Commercial television

144.

I

2

3

4

5

145.

1

2

3

4

5

Cable, noncortimercial television

146.

I

2

3

4

5

147^

I

2

3

4

5

E-mail

148.

I

2

3

4

5

149.

I

2

3

4

5

Listservs(Cornerstone, FYI)

150.

I

2

3

4

5

151-

1

2

3

4

5

CSUSB's homepage/web site

152.

I

2

3

4

5

153.

T

2

3

4

5

: 2'^

Internal publications

Internal audio-visual media(videotape, films,
slides, multimedia presentations)
External media

Electronic
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BACKGROUHD IHFORMATIOM

—~~~

Instructions: This section isfor statistical purposes only. We will use this information to study

how different groups of people view CSUSB. We do not want your name,but would appreciate the
following information(just circle the number which matches you best):

V.
154. What is your primary position at CSUSB?
1. Faculty
2. Librarian

3. Student Services Professional, academically related
4. Coach

5. Professional staff
6. Technical staff

7. Secretary/clerical staff
8. Maintenance staff

9. Skilled trades staff
10. Other

11. Administrator/Management Personnel Plan employee
155. Do you work:
1. Full-time
2. Part-time

3. Temp Full-time
4. Temp Part-time

156. How long have you worked for CSUSB?
1. Less than i year
2. I to 5 years
3. 6 to 10 years
4. II to 15 years

5. More than 15 years
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157- How long have you held your current position?
I. Less than i year
2. 1 to 5 years

3. 6 to 10 years
4. n to 15 years

5. More than 15 years

58. Which of the following best describes your supervisory responsibilities?
1. I don't supervise anybody.

2. First-line supervisor(unit manager,department chair, clerical manager).
3. I supervise people who supervise others.

4. Top management(vice presidents, president).
5. Other(Please specify)

——

159. What was the last level you completed in school?
1. Less than high school

2. High school graduate

3. Some college or technical school
4. College graduate
5. Graduate work

160. What is your age?
1. Under 20 years of age

2. 21 to 30 years of age

3. 31 to 40 years of age
4. 41 to 50 years of age
5. Over 50 years of age

161. (Optional)Specify your ethnicity

...

162. What is your sex?
1. Female

2. Male

163. inHave
you taken advantage of any on-campus training workshopsto improve skills
the last 12 months?
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1. No training at all

2. Little training(one seminar, workshop, training activity or course)

3. Some training(several seminars, workshops,training activities or courses)
4. Other

164. How much money did you receive from CSUSB last year?
1. $20.000-$30,000

2. $3i,ooo-$40,ooo

3. $4i,ooo-$6o,ooo
4. $6i,ooo-$8o,ooo

5. $81,000 and above

165. During the past 10 years, in how many organizations have you been employed?
1. No other organizations.
2. One other organization.
3. Two other organizations.
4. Three other organizations.
5. More than three organizations.

6. 1 have worked at other organizations concurrent with employment at CSUSB.

166. Are you presently looking for a job in a different organization besides CSUSB?
1. Yes
2. No

3. No. but I'd consider it.
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appendix b

Rotated Factor Analyses for Each Scale
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INFORMATION RECEIVED (NOW)
Rotated Factor Matrix^
Factor

3

2

1

^specific

problems faced by

.745

.154

.332

.653

.240

.202

.642

.400^

.182

.573

.132

.420

.545

.235

.282

.525

.325

.211

.497

.313

.356

.473

.298

.144

.191

.742

.171

.130

.725

.151

.229

.717

.114

.382

.673

.114

.439

.477

.276

.383

.425

.196

.313

.393

.389

.191

.372

.355

.231

.126

.700

.170

.155

.693

.335

.213

.548

,413

.102

.450

whole org

Problems faced

by those above
me in org
How decisions

made that affect
my job

__How money is
spent at university
^Trends in higher
educ

_How my job
relates to total
CSUS3

__How CSUSB is
meeting demand
for service

Mistakes-failures
of CSUSB
How well 1 am

doing in job

_My job duties
_How 1 am being
judged

How job-related
problems are
handled

^Organizational
policies
__Hgw
technological
changes affect my
job
Promotion-adv

opportunities in
CSUSB

Pay and benefrts
^Honors
awarded to
campus or
individuals

_Campus
events-^lendar

Important new
developments at
CSUSB

Affirmative action

Extraction Metnoa: rnncipai rvAK> ra^iun.-y.

Rotation Method: Varimaxwith Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
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INFORMATION RECEIVED (NEEDED)
Rotated Factor Matrix*
Factor
4

3

2

1

-specific
.141

.110

.148

.606

.309

.226

-6.1E-02

.606

.177

.158

.151

.510

.167

.363

9.784E-02

.492

.238

.358

.174

.467

6.587E-02

.307

.123

.464

.405

.132

.154

.358

.308

.254

.199

.291

.651

.197

6.104E-02

.163

.638

6.678E-02

.352

.159

.556

9.373E-02

.394

.190

.540

.442

.143

-Pay and benefits

.140

..412

.264

.321

-Campus
events-calendar

.181

.103

.646

.163

.317

.316

:583

7.701 E-02

.306

.104

.571

.149

.349

.252

.362

.150

9.446E-02

.154

.108

.886

.119

.287

.209

.654

.289

.215

.210

.346

problems faced by

.843

whole org

-How money is

spent at university

-

-

-Problems faced

by those above
me in org
-How CSUSB is

meeting demand
for service

-How my job
relates to total
CSUSB

-Trends in higher
educ

-Mistakes-failures
of CSUSB
-How

technological
changes affect my
job
-How decisions

made that affect

my job

-How job-related
problems are
handled

-How 1 am being

judged
-Promotion-adv

opportunities in
CSUSB

-Important new
developments at
CSUSB
-Honors

awarded to
campus or

individuals
-Affirmative action

-My job duties
-How well 1 am

doing in job
-Organizational
policies

Extraction Metnoc: rnnapai mxs rcn-iujmy.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
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SENDING INFORMATION (NOW)

Rotated Factor Matrix*
Factor
1

2

_Reporting
what 1 am

.816

.172

.792

.285

.527

.495

5.910E-02

.719

.329

.587

.324

.583

.158

.341

doing in job
_Reporting
what 1 think

my Job
requires

_Reporting
Job-related
problems

_Complaining
about my

Job-work cond
_Requestlng
info necessary

to do Job
_Asking for
clearer
instructions

_Eval the
perform of
immediate
supv

Extraction Method; Principal Axis
Factoring.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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SENDING INFORMATION (NEEDED)

Rotated Factor Matrix*
Factor
2

1

-Complaining
about my

.676

.110

.647

.200

.645

.314

.562

.336

.179

.839

.307

.839

.478

.513

job-work cond
-Eva!the

perform of
immediate
supv

-Asking for
clearer

instructions

-Requesting
info necessary

to do job
-Reporting
what 1 am

doing in job
-Reporting
what i think

my job
requires
-Reporting

jot)-reiated
problems

Factoring.

Rotation Method: Varimax wrth Kaiser
Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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FOLLOW-UP (NOW)

Factor Matrix"
Factor
1

_Subordinates
(if applic)
_Middle
management

.748

.738

Co-workers in
my own

.717

unit-Dept

Jmmediate
supervisor

.695

_Top
management

.581

Extraction Method:

Principal Axis Factoring.

a. 1 factors extracted.5 iterations required.

Rotated Factor Matrix*

. Only one factor wasextracted.The solution cannot be rotated.
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FOLLOW-UP (NEEDED)

Factor Matrix"
Factor
1

-Middle

management
-Sulxjrdinates

.799

.734

(if applic)
-Immediate

supervisor

.724

-Co-workers in
my own

.706

unit-Dept
-Top

management

.669

Extraction Method;

Principal Axis Factoring.
a. 1 factors extracted.6 iterations required.

Rotated Factor Matrix*

'^"^JJl^'^JI^^rt^rwas^xtract^.The solution cannotl>e rotated.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION (NOW)

Riotated Factor Matrix"
Factor

_Formal
management
presentations
_Top
management

>3,

2

1

.803

.174

.251

.757

.189

.263

4.506E-02

847

.369

.121

.585

.234

.380

.534

.216

.172

.235

-1.7E-02

.142

.209

.723

.207

.168

.564

.447

.204

.518

_Co-workers in
my own

unit-Dept

__Subordinates
(if appiic)

Jndh/iduals
in other units

_The

grapevine
Jmmediate
supervisor

_Department
meetings

_Mlddle
management

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normaiization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION (NEEDED)
Rotated Factor Matrix®
Factor

2

1

-Co-workers in

my owm

.785

.185

.665

.268

.643

.256

.547

.311

.523

.466

.215

.826

.245

.797

.385

.619

.247

.319

unit-Dept
-Subordinates

(ifapplic)
-Immediate

supervisor
-Department
meetings
-Individuals
in other units
-Formal

management
presentations
-Top

management
-Middle

management
-The

grapevine

Extraction Method: Principal Axis
Factoring.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 rterations.
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TIMELINESS

Rotated Factor Matrix"
Factor
2

1

Middle

management
Top

management
Immediate

supervisor

.947

.172

.693

.182

.475

.367

.263

.939

.191

.575

Co-workers in
myovm

unit-Dept
Subordinates

(ifapplic)
The

grapevine
Factoring.

3.367E-02

.164

\^ ■

Rotation Method:Varimax wrth Kaiser
Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
Rotated Factor Matrix"
Factor

CSUSB's

1

.807

.208

I

ygy

.214

achievement Cf 1

.747

.295

i

gy.)

.394

j

635

.401

I

.627

.462

1

.539

.414

I

.176

.835

getting ahead I

.236

.753

overall
efficiency
The overall

quality of
CSUSB's
service

CSUSB's

goals-obj
CSUSBs

concern for
employee

I welfare
CSUSBs

overall
communicative
efforts

CSUSB

compared to
other orgs
CSUSBs way

of rewarding
outstanding
My progress

in my org to
date

Chances for
in the org

I Working in

j

.607

i

.595

my org

Opportunity to
contribute
success

CSUSB

My pay

1

-272

.532

Myjob

1

-301

.484

Extraction Method; Principal Axis
Factoring.

Rotation Method: Varimax wtth Katser
Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3iterations.
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Rotated Factor Matrix*
Rotated Factor Matrix*

Factor

Factor

1 trust top

4

3

2

1

immediate

supervisor

.879

.183

.139

.169

sincere

ilslens to me
Immediate

supervisor

-

.878

.163

■

.206

.136

1 trust my
.873

.163

.219

.138

.849

.200

.196

.182

.830

.116

.129

.151

Immediate

Can tell
.799

7.259E-02

120

.278

.782

7.929E-02

.129

.767

.118

.102

.717

.138

.137

immed supv

.132

.858

.106

.199

.402

.408

.198

.407

.200

9.869E-02

.849

.156

.198

4.267E-02

.792

.109

.201

.157

.780

.149

opinion
Relationship
co-workers

My
co-workers get
along

.228

.155

.154

.797

.158

operations In
my unit-dept
i have part In
accomplishing
orgs goals
1 have say in

.279

.224

.150

.750

decisions that

.351

.296

.174

.614

Immediate
.230 .

me for a

affect job

good job
1 respect mgt
work with

.210

1 influence

subordinates

skills those 1

7.706E-02

.242

my supv

supv praises

.876

co-workers

1 am free to

friendly with

.162

differences of

1 trust my

wrong

disagree with

.132

satisfying

my Job needs

U)
a\

with top mgt
is satisfying

with

understands

supervisor
when things

.105

efforts to
communicate

encourages

supv satisfying
supv

.898

Org

supervisor
Relationship
with Immed

.165

Relationship

honest with me
immediate

management
Top mgt

4

3

2

1

C^XUdCIIUil IVICIMWVJ. I

.518

.302

.349

.360

r

a-

Rotation Method: Vaflmax with Kaiser Normalization,
a. Roiation converged In 6 Iterations.

CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION (NOW)
Rotated Factor Matrix®
Factor
2

1

3

4

5

.882

.131

:3.052E-02

5.541E-02
i

19.532E-02

.857

.116

2.299E-02

2.596E432

8.720E42

.729

.163

6.586E-02

.106

3.906E-02

_Radio

.552

.105

.116

.128

-1.4E-03

_Newspapers

_University
magazine,Cai

.180

.803

.109

7.970E-02

.765

4.949E-03

-5.0E-03

2.732E-02

9.950E-02

.752

.161

5.272E-03

.110

5.235E-02

.559

7.744E-02

5.181E-02

.278

_Commerciai
television

_Cabie,
noncommercial
television

4.312E-02 6.797E-03

State, SB

_Student
newspaper.The
Chronicle

_Employee
newsletter, Friday
Bulletin

_Bulletin
boards-fliers

.292

.463

.119

5.423E-02

2.094E-02

audlo-visuai media
Listservs(CStone, 5.352E-02
FYl)

.129

.809

.143

4.287E-02

8.384E-02

1.787E-02

.743

.129

.261

.303

.532

.141

8.820E-02

.101

2.230E-02

.111

.835

.134

.120

5.950E-02

.255

.807

.101

.150

8.067E-02

.233

.157

9.119E-02

.745

9.852E-02

4.195E-02

.285

.304

.463

Jntemal

_E-mail
_CSUSBs

homepage-welssite
Face-to-face

contact 2 people
Face-to-face

contact among 2+
people
_Written

(memoe-letters)
Telephone

Extraction Method; Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method; Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
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CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION (NEEDED)
Rotated Factor Matrix"
Factor
2

1

-Cable,

3

4

.851

.184

:2.405E-02

(B.923E-02

.814

.215

4,941E-02

.117

.788

.194

.183

8.816E-02

-Radio

-Nevrspapers

.591

.208

.199

.172

.258

.801

4.011E-02

7.265E-02

noncommercial
television

-Commercial
television

-Student

newspaper,The
Chronicle

-University

magazine, Cal

.311

772

5.314E-02

.122

State, SB
-Employee
newsletter, Friday

.223

.762

8.155E-02

.182

7.603E-02

.597

.167

.152

.409

.491

.126

.125

j9.938E-03

.324

.317

.185

.141

2.494E-02

.789

.123

.144

.108

.769

.193

8.228E-02

.196

.346

.266

6.734E-02

.245

.719

.145

.186

.152

.718

.306

.297

.127

.520

Bulletin

-Bulletin
boards-fliers
-Internal

audio-visual media
-Written

(memos-letters)
-Face-to-face

contact 2 people
-Face-to-face

contact among 2+
people
-Telephone
-E-mail

-Listservs(CStone,
FYl)
-CSUSBs

3.760E-02

1

homepaqe-website

Extraction Method; Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
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